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TURNING 2017 INTO A YEAR
OF STATE TERROR
In what can only be described as a decaying ego desperate for power, President
Rodrigo R. Duterte, with his US-backed regime, has persisted with savage
viciousness in continuing the government’s gross human rights violations
against the Filipino masses.
Employing the resources of the State to attack, criminalize, and target individuals
and entire communities, Duterte’s brand of militarism and fascism has risen to
the surface with guns and bombs directed at anyone who dares to question and
find solutions to the policy environment that keep this country in its miserable
and dismal state. Amid the alternatives given to this new leadership at the start
of his term, Duterte has chosen to make State terrorism his irreversible and
grim response to the public clamor for systemic, substantial change.
The year 2017 unfolded Duterte’s true nature, a greedy and cruel war-mongering
president who uses his power to perpetrate a killing rampage against the people –
his war on drugs, his own brand of war-on-terror, and his military’s all-out-war.
His imposition and extension of martial law in Mindanao and his continuing
implementation of government’s counterinsurgency program, presently Oplan
Kapayapaan, have exposed Duterte as a fascist instrument beholden to the whims
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of his imperialist master, the United States. Duterte has further consolidated his
US-loyal security cluster and the neoliberal fanatics in his cabinet, resulting in
intensifying attacks against people’s civil, political, economic, social and cultural
rights. His government has taken the form of a paper tiger – desperately fronting
a fierce strongman façade yet ultimately revealing a cowering and subservient
running dog to its profit-hungry and fascist masters.
The Duterte regime is obstinately harsh in violating human rights. His
government is isolating itself further from the people’s aspirations, all the while
turning the country red with the blood of its constituents. He is consolidating
his fellow butchers in the military and the police, securing them posts in his
Cabinet, guaranteeing impunity, buying them off with higher salaries and more
benefits, and practically doing and saying everything that appeases his triggerhappy security forces. In such attempts to play up and draw the military to
his side, Duterte has mouthed
politically opportunistic statements,
exaggerated to a larger extent
to elicit wild cheers from fellow
militarists and cohorts. However,
when talks of accountability
arise, his rabid mouthpieces in
Malacañang move to defend, deny,
and distract the public from the
blood-soaked rights situation in
the country.
Duterte’s causing the intermittent
collapse of the peace talks with
the NDFP has further resulted in
intensifying rights violations, the
endorsing of anti-people policies,
and the shameless submission
to foreign powers. Duterte has
chosen to be the running dog: the
full embodiment and preening
representative of this corrupt,
repressive and oppressive system.

Archie Oclos
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FROM NEGOTIATING, TO DICTATING
TO THREATENING: DUTERTE CHOOSES TO
UNILATERALLY STOP PEACE TALKS
The most recent Duterte statement putting a stop to the peace talks with the
NDFP is his choice. While the negotiations were ongoing, the Armed Forces of
the Philippines (AFP) continued wrecking havoc in communities, and Duterte
chose to side with these militarists in his government. The potential of the
Comprehensive Agreement on Social and Economic Reforms (CASER) in
defining solutions to the root causes of the armed conflict was never realized, as
the US lackeys in Duterte’s cabinet – foremost of them are Economic Cluster
Head Carlos Dominguez, then-AFP chief Eduardo Año, Defense Secretary
Delfin Lorenzana, and National Security Adviser Hermogenes Esperon –
deliberately worked towards hindering any substantial development. The nonrelease of political prisoners and the continued military combat operations in
communities have repeatedly placed the talks in the brink of collapse.
The AFP and the Office of the Presidential Adviser on the Peace Process
(OPAPP) have incessantly peddled the misleading narrative that a just and
lasting peace can be achieved through a start-up ceasefire agreement which,
under the framework of the Hague Declaration that encompasses the conduct
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of the peace talks, is an aspect to be tackled after the socio-economic and
political reform discussions are finalized. This ceasefire conditionality placed by
the government on the NDFP has stalled progress, particularly in the discussion
of the CASER which outlined the workings for genuine land distribution and
strengthening of the country’s local economy through national industrialization,
among others.
On November 23, 2017, Duterte signed Proclamation No. 360, formally
terminating the peace talks, thence, on December 5, 2017, the Duterte regime
designated the Communist Party of the Philippines and the New People’s
Army (CPP-NPA) as terrorist organizations under Republic Act No. 10168
or The Terrorism Financing Prevention and Suppression Act of 2012. Duterte
also ordered the re-arrest of NDFP peace consultants and for his state forces
to shoot and kill armed rebels, in blatant violation of UN Geneva Conventions
governing the conduct of armed conflicts, including the Comprehensive
Agreement on the Respect for Human Rights and International Humanitarian
Law (CARHRIHL) and the Joint Agreement on Safety and Immunity
Guarantees ( JASIG). No doubt the United States government that designated
the CPP-NPA as terrorist organizations on August 9, 2002, is ecstatic with
the work of its minions in the security cluster. With such an occurrence, the
rightists and militarists have voided this opening for a just and lasting peace.
The prevailing conditions that reproduce exploitation and oppression in the
country, however, remain ever-present, urging the people to continue resistance
in all forms.

Representatives of the GPH and NDFP in the January 2017 round of peace talks.
(Rocky Nazareno/Manila Bulletin)
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A YEAR OF OPLAN KAPAYAPAAN:
UNPEACE, RELENTLESS VIOLATIONS
AND IMPUNITY
Duterte’s all-out-war is primarily fueled by its counterinsurgency program
dubbed as Oplan Kapayapaan (OpKap). It is the regime’s 2017-2022 National
Security Policy. OpKap is the latest of a long series of counterinsurgency
programs implemented by the Philippine government to ensure that the
repressive and oppressive social system is maintained. Meanwhile, OpKap
borrows heavily from the most recent US Counterinsurgency Guide of 2009
and has adapted the “successes” of previous programs in suppressing dissent.
Not only is the framework largely from the US COIN guide, its implementation
enjoys funding from the US government. In 2017, the US gave at least $2M for
military training and education, and $45M as foreign military financing for
the program. This has all been instrumental in pursuing OpKap’s objectives,
foremost is the targeting of the national democratic mass movement with the
objective of ultimately preserving the semi-colonial and semi-feudal character
of Philippine politics and economy that is forever to the advantage of the
country’s powers-that-be.
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OpKap is primarily implemented
by Duterte’s Security Cluster,
personified by Department of
National Defense (DND) Secretary
Delfin Lorenzana, National Security
Adviser Hermogenes Esperon,
and AFP Chief Eduardo Año. The
principal implementing agencies
include the DND, the AFP, the
National Security Council (NSC),
and the National Intelligence
Coordinating Agency (NICA).
However, OpKap also brings in
Renan Ortiz/Bulatlat other government agencies to deceive
communities. Included are agencies
such as the Department of the Interior and Local Governments (DILG),
the Office of the Presidential Adviser on the Peace Process (OPAPP), the
Department of Social Welfare and Development (DSWD), the Commission
on Higher Education (CHED), the Commission on Human Rights (CHR),
the National Commission on Indigenous Peoples (NCIP), the Department of
Transportation and Communication (DOTC), and the Department of Justice
(DOJ).
Using its “whole of nation approach” and “people-centered approach,” OpKap
solicits the help of other bodies such as local government units (LGUs), civilian
institutions like the local churches, and civil society organizations (CSOs)
to conduct surveillance on and restrict or discourage the activities of local
organizations. This inter-agency effort also facilitates the entry of big business
after consequently declaring areas as “peaceful and ready for further development.”
Furthermore, under the neoliberal framework of the Philippine Development
Plan (PDP) 2017-2022, OpKap works to protect infrastructure and installations
by corporations and businesses in what it calls Geographically Isolated and
Disadvantaged Areas (GIDAs) and Conflict-Affected Areas (ConAAs). This
is evidenced by the presence of soldiers in rural communities where mining and
plantations are operating.
OpKap, though primarily implemented by the military, is aided by paramilitary
groups. Using Executive Order 264 signed during by then President Cory
Aquino, the Duterte regime continues with the recruitment and use of
paramilitary units as force multipliers. This is compounded by Executive Order
546 forwarded during the Arroyo regime in 2006 legitimizing the use of
civilian volunteer organizations as private armies. To date, there are at least 25
paramilitary groups with hundreds of personnel under the direct control of the
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AFP. These paramilitary groups have also been openly responsible for rights
violations in Lumad and peasant communities.
In truth, as in other counterinsurgency programs, there is no peace in the course
of OpKap’s operations. As of December 30, 2017, Karapatan has documented:
126 victims of political killings, mostly in the Southern Mindanao Region
(SMR); 235 victims of frustrated extrajudicial killings; 930 of illegal arrest;
362,355 of indiscriminate firing; 426,590 of forced evacuation, and 56,456 of
threat, harassment & intimidation. These violations are the direct result of the
Duterte regime’s Oplan Kapayapaan that has ravenously attempted to silence
dissent through the repression of people’s rights, although it has somehow
essentially failed to do so, as shown by people’s resistance everywhere.

TABLE 1

Violation of Civil and Political Rights
Under the Rodrigo Duterte Government
(July 2016 to December 2017)
Violations

No. of Victims

Extrajudicial killing

126

Frustrated extrajudicial killing

235

Enforced disappearance
Torture

3
87

Illegal Arrest without Detention

930

Illegal Arrest and Detention

272

Illegal Search and Seizure

139

Physical Assault and Injury

166

Demolition
Violation of domicile

6,114
366

Destruction of property

3,772

Divestment of property

154

Forced evacuation
Threat/harassment/intimidation
Indiscriminate firing

426,590
56,456
362,355

Forced/fake surrender

92

Forced labor/involuntary servitude

18

Use of Civilians in Police and/or Military Operations
as Guides and/or Shield

102

Use of Schools, Medical, Religious and Other Public
Places for Military Purpose

39,623

Restriction or Violent Dispersal of Mass Actions, Public
Assemblies and Gatherings

1,871
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Political Killings
In a span of a year and a half, the US-Duterte regime has already killed 126
persons, many of them peasants and indigenous people. These killings, traced
to the State’s security forces, have targeted members and leaders of local and
progressive organizations who have participated in various people’s actions to
defend their economic and political rights and try to make changes in their
condition. Among them are anti-mining and anti-militarization campaigns, as
well as advocacies for genuine agrarian reform, the promotion and protection of
human rights, and the defense of ancestral domain against the infringement of
foreign corporations. Such advocacies aim to uphold self-determination among
indigenous communities, sustainable development, sovereignty, and ultimately
to veer away from the country’s oppressive semi-feudal and semi-colonial
character – righteous activities that the State, intent on preserving the status
quo, considers as tantamount to rebellion.

TABLE 2

Victims of Extrajudicial Killing and Enforced
Disappearance Under the Rodrigo Duterte Government
By Sector (July 2016 to December 2017)
Extrajudicial
Killing

Enforced
Disappearance

Church

5

-

Environmentalist

8

-

Fisherfolk

2

-

Government Employee

8

1

35

2

4

1

Peasant

110

-

Teacher

1

-

Human Rights worker

4

-

Worker

8

-

Youth and Student

5

-

11

1

2

-

Sector

Indigenous People
Minor

Moro
Transport
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The fascist US-Duterte regime has continued its killing onslaught in peasant
communities, with 110 of the 126 victims of political killings coming from
the peasant sector. This concerted effort between the AFP, PNP, paramilitary
groups, local landlords, and corporations employing private goons and under
the veiled protection of politicians, have become more brazen and hostile, after
the installation of a President who openly advocates summary killings and
predisposes his minions to the same medieval warlord mindset of brute force
and suppression tactics to instill terror and force people into submission. The
incessant killing of peasants will be among Duterte’s abhorrent legacies, and
which has intensified after he has abandoned any effort to keep his electoral
promise regarding genuine land reform.
On November 8, 2017, Webby Argabio Sr., a member of Kilusang Magbubukid
ng Pilipinas (KMP) in Kabankalan City, Negros, was gunned down at around
5pm by four suspected military agents. Argabio was on his way home from
attending the KMP Southern Negros Assembly in Kabankalan, Negros
Occidental. Argabio’s wife also serves as the chairperson of the Mangunguma
kag Mamumugon sa Uma sa Barangay Tapi (PAMMATI), a local peasant
organization affiliated with KMP. Argabio, along with PAMMATI, launched
a land occupation campaign in Kabankalan. A case lodged at the Provincial
Agrarian Reform Adjudicator remains pending in relation to the land currently
occupied by peasants under PAMMATI and KMP.
Aside from Argabio, there have been six other
cases of political killings in the Negros and
Panay region in 2017: Alexander Ceballos
of the National Federation of Sugar Farmers
(NFSW) on January 20; Wencislao Pacquiao
of the San Benito Farmers Association–KMP
on January 25; Orlando Eslana of the Alliance
of Farmers in Capiz on February 11 and; Ian
and Lorendo Borres on February 24. The
killing of these farmers was linked to agrarian
disputes and to the thrust of their respective
organizations advocating land distribution
and genuine agrarian reform.

Alexander Ceballos

In Boston, Davao Oriental, Arnel Otacan, 33, a member of the local peasant
organization Nigkasinabot Koy Mag-umma Tu Boston (NIGKUMB), was shot
by suspected elements of the 67th Infantry Battalion-Philippine Army (IBPA)
on October 28, 2017. Otacan failed to come home on the night of the 28th, and
his body was finally found the following day at a crossing in Brgy. Cabasagan,
Boston. He sustained seven gunshot wounds and his knees and arms were
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broken. Otacan, according to his wife, was interrogated by military intelligence
agents twice before he was killed – on July 15 and July 31, 2017. Moreover,
Otacan’s wife heard reports that the military was out to kill their entire family.
This prompted her and their six children to temporarily seek sanctuary for their
safety.
In Cabadbaran, Agusan del Norte, Vivencio Sahay, 53, chairperson of the
Unyon sa Mag-uuma sa Agusan del Norte (UMAN-KMP), was gunned down
by suspected military agents on November 23, 2017. Sahay, and his pregnant
daughter Jovy, were on their way back home from tending to their carabao at
around 6am. While walking, they were blocked by a bonnet-wearing armed
man. The perpetrator asked Sahay to put both hands on his head, and then shot
him four times. Jovy tried going to her father, which prompted the assailant
to aim the gun at her. Jovy then tried to run as fast as she could back to their
house and scrambled for help. The armed man chased her but did not shoot, and
eventually left after seeing Jovy enter the house. According to Sahay’s family,
Vivencio was targeted because of his active involvement in UMAN-KMP, an
organization red-tagged by the military as a “legal front” of the NPA.
On November 25, 2017, Anakpawis partylist member Apolonio Maranan, 64,
was shot dead by gunmen in DDF Village, Brgy. Mandug, Buhangin District,
Davao City. Maranan went out at around 7pm to buy dinner; he left on board
his motorcycle. Five minutes after leaving their residence, Apolonio’s wife heard
a series of gunshots. Worried, she instructed their son to check on what was
happening. The son went towards the store where his father was supposed to
buy dinner, then saw his father’s body sprawled on the ground. Apolonio was
found 50 meters away from their house, with 9 gunshot wounds. According
to witnesses, two men on board a motorcycle approached and shot Apolonio.
They wore helmets. Reports also attested that there were men on four other
motorcycles serving as look-outs. The PNP and the 16th IBPA, prior to the
killing of Maranan, accused him
of being among those suspected
of aiding the NPA in its attack of
Lapanday facilities on April 29,
2017. Intelligence officers of the
16th IBPA previously approached
Apolonio and told him that he was
a marked man.

Apolonio Maranan

In Brgy. Mambusao, Compostela,
Compostela
Valley,
Rodrigo
Timoteo, a member of the
Compostela Farmers Association
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(CFA), was gunned down by 3 men believed to be agents of the 66th IBPA on
November 28, 2017. At around 9am, Timoteo was on his way home from his
agri-field when he was shot. He died instantly. According to his family, there
were previous incidents of harassment against Timoteo in connection with his
active membership in the CFA.
On November 29, 2017, eight agrarian reform beneficiaries (ARBs) on board a
truck were flagged down at the Filipinas Palm Plantation Inc. (FPPI) checkpoint
manned by 15 security guards. The guards were part of the Investment Defense
Forces (IDFs) tasked to secure the company. FPPI is known to employ and
maintain IDFs who are trained by the military and who use the same harassment
and intimidation tactics applied by their fascist trainers.
The truck was carrying palm oil meant to be sold. This served as a source of
livelihood for the ARBs while land distribution was going on. Since the guards
refused to let them pass, Rolando Moreno, 64, alighted from the truck and
tried to negotiate with the guards. The other ARBs reported that while Moreno
was trying to negotiate, one of the guards who was wearing a helmet pointed his
gun at Moreno. The guard fired at Moreno’s hand and left knee. After the victim
fell to the ground, he was again shot in the head and body. The assailant then
took a gun, placed it in Moreno’s hand while the other guards took photographs.
Afterwards, all the guards left. Moreno was rushed to a hospital but was declared
dead after a few hours.
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Moreno was one of the farmers to be awarded with a land title by the Department
of Agrarian Reform (DAR) after the ARBs won their case in asserting land
distribution on September 2017. Moreno was a member of the NDC-Guthrie
Plantations Inc – Agrarian Reform Beneficiaries – Multipurpose Cooperative
(NGPI-ARB-MPC).
On December 8, 2017, brothers Bernardo and Benjie Clarion, residents of
Brgy. Mandug, Buhangin District, Davao City, visited their friend “Lito”, 14, in
Callawa, a nearby village. According to accounts from witnesses, a van arrived in
Callawa at around 6pm of December 8 ridden by men who raided Lito’s house.
Armed men on board said vehicle fired at the house where the brothers were
staying. The incident resulted in the killing of Bernardo. Benjie and Lito, who
was also identified as the nephew of the barangay captain of Brgy. Callawa, were
wounded. The next day, Lolita Clarion, the mother of Bernardo and Benjie,
arrived in Callawa. She noticed soldiers belonging to the 3rd IBPA loitering in
the area. Bernardo’s naked body was found 100 meters from the house. Soldiers
taunted Lolita by saying that Bernardo was a member of the NPA. The family
disputed this, attesting that Bernardo was a construction worker who worked
hard to help the family.
The Clarion brothers were both members of the cultural group Sulong Kultura
(SUKUL), an organization known for performing in protest actions, portraying
criticisms against the Duterte government.

On December 17, 2017, the remains of Jennirose Porras, a member of
Compostela Farmers Association (CFA), was found in a funeral parlor in
Nabunturan, Compostela Valley. The victim was last seen on December 14. She
told her son that she was going out to meet somebody. When she failed to
return home, Porras’s son reported her missing on December 15.
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Jeffrey and Michael, sons of Jennirose, inquired at the funeral parlor about how
and who brought the body there. According to the funeral parlor staff, they
received a call from the Nabunturan police at around 11pm of December 14
to claim Jennirose’s body from the Nabunturan Doctor’s Hospital. The sons
decided to go to the Nabunturan police station to ask about the circumstances
of their mother’s passing. The brothers learned that on the night of December
14, while Jennirose was waiting for a vehicle on the highway, an armed man
on board a black motorcycle approached her. The assailant reportedly aimed
his gun at the victim, which prompted Jennirose to try and grab the gun. There
was a short scuffle before the armed man was able to secure his gun and shoot
Jennirose. She sustained eight gunshot wounds.
Jeffrey recounted an instance on January 28, 2016 when elements of the 66th
IBPA arrived at their house and forced Jennirose to surrender herself, accusing
her of being an NPA member. Several other members of the CFA have been
subjected to harassment, surveillance, and outright killings. Under the Duterte
regime, five CFA members have already been killed due to the organization’s
strong stance against militarization and mining.
Before the year closed, on December 21, 2017, Edwin Magallanes, a member
of the Abanterong Nakigbisog (ABANTE NA), was gunned down by military
agents under the 28th IBPA at his workplace in Panikian Banay-Banay, Davao
Oriental. ABANTE NA is an organization of small-scale miners. Though
Magallanes was employed as a maintenance staff at the National Irrigation
Administration (NIA) at the time of his killing, he remained an active member
of ABANTE NA. He was a staunch anti-large-scale mining activist who also
opposed the militarization of peasant and Lumad communities.
The Duterte regime has been relentless not only in its targeting of peasant
and indigenous communities, but also of church leaders and human rights
defenders who have stood alongside communities facing threats, militarization,
and repression. Fact-finding missions have been targeted, showing this regime’s
contempt for non-governmental mechanisms that are undertaken to arrive at
the truth and eventually to seek accountability. Duterte, in essence, belongs to
the same rotten basket which his political predecessors came from. On closer
inspection, he reveals a mindset that is plagued with an ingrained aberration
of resolving everything through violent means -- militarism and authoritarian
methods.
In Bayawan, Negros Occidental, Karapatan Negros Oriental coordinator Elisa
Badayos and peasant organizer of the Mantapi Ebwan Farmers Association
(MEFA) Eleuterio Moises were gunned down while on a fact-finding mission
on November 28, 2017. While on their way to enter the area in Brgy. San
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Ramon, Bayawan, they were blocked by
at least five goons, reportedly belonging to
the private army of Bayawan Mayor Pryde
Henry Teves and utilized by the Gaudiels.
Both are political clans in the area. Later in
the afternoon, a team composed of Badayos,
Moises, Patrick Torres of the Farmers
Development Center (FARDEC), Angel
Trocio of the Women’s Resource Center of
Visayas, and Carmen Matarlo of Kabataan
Partylist left the rest of the delegation to go
to the barangay hall. The group went on two
separate motorcycles –Torres and Trocio were
on board the first motorcycle while Matarlo
and Badayos were on the second which was
driven by Moises. Twenty minutes into their
Elisa Badayos
travel, they noticed a motorcycle tailing them.
Torres and Trocio heard at least six gunshots
afterwards. When looking back, they saw Badayos, Moises and Matarlo fall off
their motorcycle. The assailants approached them and shot them again. After
the assailants left, Torres’s group immediately approached Badayos, Moises, and
Matarlo. They were brought to the district hospital in Bayawan, where Badayos
and Moises were declared dead-on-arrival. Matarlo was eventually brought to a
hospital in Dumaguete and has now recovered from her wounds.
On November 16, 2017, Perfecto Hoyle, peasant leader and lay pastor of the
United Churches of Christ in the Philippines (UCCP) was shot and killed
by two masked gunmen in Brgy. Canaway, Kitcharao, Agusan del Norte. The
local PNP reportedly remained unresponsive to calls for help from residents.
Elements of the 29th IBPA were encamped in the community at the time of
Hoyle’s shooting.
On December 3, 2017, Lovelito Quiñones, a pastor of Kings Glory Ministry,
and a resident of Sitio Anapla, Brgy. Don Pedro, Mansalay, was shot by elements
of the Regional Mobile Group (RMG) in Sitio Anapla, Brgy. Din Pedro,
Mansalay, Oriental Mindoro. Quinoñes was on his motorcycle, on his way
home, when he was shot at around 8:00 in the evening. The pastor died instantly
after being shot in the chest. The RMG planted a .45 caliber near Quinoñes’
body. The victim was subjected to a paraffin test, which yielded negative result.
A 13-year-old was also grazed by a bullet in his home in Sitio Anapla during
said incident. In two separate statements issued on December 4 and 5, the
2nd ID and the 203rd Infantry Brigade insisted that the pastor was an NPA
member. On December 16, 2017, Brig. Gen. Antonio Parlade Jr., commander
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of the 203rd Infantry Brigade, eventually countered his unit’s first accusation,
but made the excuse that the pastor was caught in a crossfire and not an NPA
member.
On December 4, at around 8pm,
Fr. Marcelito “Tito” Paez, former
parish priest in Guimba and the
current coordinator of the Rural
Missionaries of the Philippines
in Central Luzon, was shot while
driving his vehicle in San Leonardo,
Nueva Ecija. Earlier that day, Fr. Tito
assisted in facilitating the release of
political prisoner Rommel Tucay
who was detained at the Bureau
of Jail Management and Penology
(BJMP) jail in Cabanatuan. Paez
was rushed to the hospital but was
pronounced dead two hours later.

Fr. Marcelito “Tito” Paez

Massacres
On April 20, 2017, at around 5:30am, at least 42 soldiers from the 3rd Scout
Ranger unit and 903rd Brigade of the Philippine Army conducted military
operations. In the process, they fired at four houses of farmers in Sitio Lubugan,
Barangay Panan-awan, Kawayan, Masbate province. The 70-year-old Lolita
Pepito and her grandchildren Rechely Luna, 12, and Reden Luna, 9, were
instantly killed, while two others were wounded. By the afternoon, soldiers took
the bodies of Lolita Pepito and her two grandchildren. Pepito was a member
of Gabriela-Masbate. Consistent with their ready-made narrative, the military
tried to pass off the incident as the result of an encounter, as opposed to a willful
massacre that proved the endangered situation of civilians due to militarization
or the prolonged presence of combat troops in rural communities.
The massacre in Kawayan also resulted in the illegal arrest of six individuals –
Rebecca Argawanon and sons Daryl, 14, and Nonon, along with Elvira Doña,
Alle Doña and Erwin Doña, 17. They were neighbors of the massacre victims.
The six were detained and forced to serve as cooks and helpers for the police at
the municipal hall in Kawayan. They were only released back to their relatives
after three days, when barangay officials of Panan-awan negotiated with the
authorities.
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On August 25, 2017, Marcelo Perico, a resident of Cauayan City, Isabela,
Arthuro Galvez, a resident of Ilagan City, Isabela, Thelma Albaño, 65, wife
of Arthuro Galvez, and Crisologo Alambra, a resident of Lupao, Nueva Ecija,
were massacred by elements of the PNP Regional Public Safety Battalion
(RPSB) and Pangasinan Provincial Public Safety Company (PPSC). Perico,
Galvez and Alambra were treasure hunters and were in the boundary of Brgy.
Sta. Maria East and Brgy. Malico to do their work. According to the employer
of Perico, Galvez and Alambra, she lost contact with the group on August 24
when she was about to hand out their budget for their treasure hunting. It was
only the next day on August 25 that she heard the news that the PNP-RPSB
and PPSC had an alleged encounter with the NPA. In the evening of the same
day, the employer confirmed that the three were the ones referred to as “NPA
casualties,” and insisted that they were mere civilians.
Five days later, on August 30, the body of Thelma Albaño was found in a dike
in San Nicolas, Pangasinan. She was named by the PNP-RPSB and the PPSC
as among the NPA members who died in the encounter. Their initial report
stated that the body belonged to a female minor which was disputed by an
autopsy report by PCI Reynaldo Dave Jr., medico-legal officer of Camp Olivas
in San Fernando City, Pampanga. Albaño’s granddaughter had also positively
identified Thelma’s remains.
In Gubat, Sorsogon, Edwin Pura, a
paralegal for Atty. Ron Ely Espinosa
of the National Union of Peoples
Lawyers (NUPL), and his companion
Wilfredo Bronio were gunned
down by two armed men on October
25, 2017. The assailants followed
Pura and Bronio, who were then
going towards a restaurant, and then
started shooting at the victims while
they were inside the establishment.
Grace Merilla, a waitress of the said
restaurant, was wounded due to the
incident and was rushed to a hospital;
Edwin Pura
she eventually died on November
2, 2017. The NUPL paralegal was
formerly a member of Bagong Alyansang Makabayan and a transport leader
of PORTA-Sorsogon, a regional affiliate of Pinagkaisang Tsuper at Operator
Nationwide (PISTON). The targeting of Pura was in relation to an attempt
also made on Atty. Espinosa’s life on August 2017, when armed men shadowed
Espinosa’s law office in Sorsogon City. The perpetrators purportedly called off
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their plan after discovering that clients and media personnel were present inside
Espinosa’s office. Espinosa was NUPL’s second vice-president of Luzon. Pura
had worked as Espinosa’s paralegal for one year at the time of his killing.
In Lake Sebu, South Cotabato, composite elements of the 27th IBPA and the
marines massacred a group of T’boli and Dulangan Manobo in Sitio Datal
Bonglangon, Brgy. Ned, Lake Sebu, South Cotabato on December 3, 2017.
This group of indigenous people was occupying the area land-grabbed by the
Consunjis, and used by their corporation as a coffee plantation. The land is part of
the ancestral domain of the Dulangan Manobo and T’boli. The Consunjis have
long been operating in the ancestral land of different indigenous communities
in the region. Those killed were Victor Danyan, Victor Danyan Jr., Artemio
Danyan, Pato Celarbo, Samuel Angkoy, To Diamante, Rudy Danyan, and
Mateng Bantal. The victims were all members of the T’boli Manubo Sdaf
Claimants Organization (TAMASCO). The incident also resulted in the
forcible evacuation of 70 families.
The spate of killings in Mindanao are direct results of Oplan Kapayapaan and
the imposition of martial law. Aside from regions in Mindanao, Bicol and those
covered by the Northern Luzon Command have also been intensely affected
by a wave of killings, taking off from butcher Jovito Palparan’s style of using
riding-in-tandem masked men to hide the identity of perpetrators. A closer
look into the lives and work of the victims reveal past incidents of harassment,
red-tagging, and death threats in connection with their work or affiliation. It
must be noted that of the 126 victims of political killings under Duterte, 84
persons were active in local, regional or national organizations with national
democratic advocacies.
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The regions with the highest number of political killings are those considered
priority areas under OpKap and are the subject of intense military operations
– 80 of the 126 victims of political killings under the Duterte regime, or 63%
of those documented, were cases in Mindanao. The fact that the majority of
these victims come from peasant and indigenous communities is not a random
occurrence, but the result of a national security plan which labels them as NPA
sympathizers, lumping them under the ambiguous, blanket term “enemies of
the state”.

TABLE 3

Victims of Extrajudicial Killing and Enforced
Disappearance Under the Rodrigo Duterte Government
By Region (July 2016 to December 2017)
Extrajudicial
Killing

Enforced
Disappearance

Ilocos

4

-

Cagayan Valley

3

-

Central Luzon

8

-

Southern Tagalog

5

-

13

-

Western Visayas

6

-

Central Visayas

7

-

Northern Mindanao

9

-

Caraga

10

-

SoCSKSargen

13

2

Southern Mindanao

38

-

ARMM

10

1

TOTAL

126

3

Women

20

0

HR Defenders

84

2

Region

Bicol
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Karapatan - Cagayan Valley

OPKAP TREND: ARBITRARY ARRESTS,
KILLING OF COUPLES, MASS ARREST OF
MEMBERS OF LOCAL ORGANIZATIONS
Husband and wife arrests
In the year of Oplan Kapayapaan’s implementation, several disturbing trends
have started to surface. This includes the targeting, arrest and killing of
couples, as well as, the mass arrest of members from the same organization.
This is an attempt to demoralize entire families and organizations, and to instill
fear in communities. The brutality of Oplan Kapayapaan lies in its insistent
targeting of local organizations which have been instrumental in the building
of self-contained communities that have been on the frontline of several
anti-militarization campaigns, and against other anti-people policies of the
government. With the imposition of martial law in Mindanao, these violations
on communities have become much worse. And, those who get arrested and
killed are often from organizations already red-tagged by the military, indicative
of a systematic targeting and an insidious move to constrict, limit, and maim the
people’s right to association.
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Pesadilla couple

On March 2, at around 9pm, couple Leonila and Ramon Pesadilla were gunned
down by assailants believed to be agents of the 66th IBPA in their house in Brgy.
Osmena, Compostela, Compostela Valley. Both were active members of the
Compostela Farmers Association (CFA) and have been staunch anti-mining
advocates, particularly against the operations of Agusan Petroleum and Mineral
Corporation. Leonila sustained five gunshot wounds while Ramon sustained
six. The couple’s five-year-old grandson witnessed the entire carnage and saw
his grandparents sprawled on the floor after the assailants left.
On March 27, couple Arlene and Arman Almonicar were killed by assailants
who posed as officials of the Department of Environment and Natural Resources
(DENR). The gunmen were believed to be elements of the 60th IBPA. Arman
sustained five gunshot wounds while Arlene sustained six. They were brought
to the hospital but were declared dead-on-arrival. The Almonicars were active
members of Nagkahiusang Mag-uuma sa Laak (NAMULAK) in Laak,
Compostela Valley. The couple was with their 17-year-old son when they were
fatally shot. Their son, after witnessing the shooting, ran away, shouting for help.
On April 11, 2017, in Sitio Ylata, Brgy. Napo, Inabanga, Bohol, elements of
the 47th IBPA reportedly battled members of the Abu Sayyaf Group (ASG)
in the area; six members of the latter were allegedly killed. However, the
barangay captain of Brgy. Napo, Columbus Estoce, later claimed that two of
the six reported ASG casualties were actually civilians. This was corroborated by
residents’ testimonies that the couple Constancio and Crisanta Petalco, among
those killed in the clash, were civilians. They were both elderly, and witness
accounts attested that the couple took longer to evacuate because Cristina
suffered from a disability that made it difficult for her to walk. Aerial strikes
were launched in the area where a total of nine bombs were dropped, resulting
in the evacuation of residents.
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Also on July 20, 2017, Mario and Catalina Castro, aged 66 and 55 respectively,
were gunned down in their house in Sitio Ballesteros, Brgy. Paco Roman, Rizal,
Nueva Ecija. At around 8:30pm, two armed men who wore bonnets arrived at
the Castro residence and called out to speak to the couple. Catalina opened the
door and gunshots rang out. The couple is survived by their seven children, two
of whom were at their residence during the incident. The Castros were leaderorganizers of the Liga ng Manggagawang Bukid sa Nueva Ecija (LMB-NE).
In Brgy. Tamayong Calinan District, Davao City, farmer-couple Jezreel and
Dalia Arrabis were shot by elements of the 84th and 3rd IBPA on September
2, 2017. The couple was with their seven-year-old son inside their vehicle
when an armed man came up and shot Jezreel several times. Dalia, seeing the
attacker, pushed their son outside of the vehicle to save him, and proceeded to
hug her husband while screaming for help. The assailant also shot Dalia. Jezreel
sustained three gunshot wounds to the head while Dalia was shot in her left
axilla. The Arrabis couple were members of the Farmers Association in Davao
City (FADC).
Couples who were members of the same grassroots organization were also
subjected to illegal arrest and detention. On May 29, 2017, peasant couple
Kidjol Marcelo Antay Sr. and Noeme Antay were illegally arrested by
combined elements of the 60th IBPA and the Bagani paramilitary group in Brgy.
Andap, Laak, Compostela Valley. Another couple, Otik Catalino and Maricho
Catalino, were accosted in Brgy. Malinao, Laak, Compostela Valley by the same
perpetrators. Both couples were active members of the Nagkahiusang Maguuma sa Laak (NAMULAK), a local peasant organization in Laak, Compostela
Valley. The couples were detained at the 60th IBPA camp in Dona Andrea
Asuncion, Davao del Norte.
On July 12, 2017, couple Ryan and Gretchen Espera, both active members of
Kahugpungan sa mga Mag-uuma sa Bukidnon – Valencia Chapter (KASAMABUKIDNON) were illegally arrested by elements of the 1st Special Forces and
PNP Public Safety Company in Brgy. Lilingayon, Valencia City, Bukidnon.
Soldiers in civilian clothes reportedly arrived in the couple’s house and asked
to be served coffee. After a few minutes, a platoon-sized formation in uniform
arrived and arrested the couple, while other soldiers barged in to search their
home. The military claimed they recovered high-powered rifles and two sacks
of sugar. These, according to the arresting unit, were resources of the NPA. The
Esperas said they owned the sacks of sugar, but denied ever seeing or owning
the rifles. The couple was charged with illegal possession of firearms and
ammunition, despite the relatives’ and their organization’s vehement denial and
protest to the accusations made against the Esperas.
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On July 19, 2017, Amelia and Alfredo Omandam were arrested by at least
30 combined elements of the Bukidnon Provincial Public Safety Command
(BPPSC) of the PNP-Special Action Forces (SAF) and the 36th IBPA in Brgy.
Proper New Eden, Pangantucan, Bukidnon. At around 7pm, said combat troops
forcibly entered the couple’s house while they were watching television, kicking
their door numerous times. After entering, the police and soldiers proceeded to
ransack the house, while Cpl. Joey Cola of the 36th IBPA approached Alfredo.
The military officer took Alfredo by his collar and twisted his ear. He was then
hit on his back with a firearm. The couple was forcibly pushed to sit while
the soldiers placed weapons and a book on top of a table. Afterwards, they
started taking pictures. The soldiers then said that Alfredo was in a ‘list’, along
with others, who were allegedly identified as NPA members involved in an
encounter. The couple was then boarded on a 6x6 military truck and surrendered
to the Criminal Investigation and Detection Group (CIDG) in Malaybalay
City. On July 21, 2017, Amelia was eventually released while Alfredo was falsely
charged with illegal possession of firearms and explosives. The two are members
of Onyon sa Yanong Obrerong Nagkahiusa (OGYON).
In Brgy. Tinintinan, Araceli, Palawan, couple Carlito and Elizabeth Labajo
were forcibly taken by elements of the Palawan police at around 8pm on July
23, 2017. They eventually agreed to follow the police to the police station after
the officers assured them that they would just be asked a few questions. The
Labajos were taken aback when after they were boarded in the vehicle, the
police handcuffed them without any explanation. They were brought to and
interrogated in Tiniguiban, Puerto Princesa on July 25, 2017. The couple was
forced to admit that they were members of the NPA. They were later presented
to the media with charges of illegal possession of firearms and explosives.
Indigenous people and peasants arrested
The unending harassment, mass arrests and illegal detention of members of
local peasant and indigenous organizations escalated in 2017. The military
resumed their fantastical storytelling to file trumped-up cases against members
and leaders of progressive organizations in attempts to cripple their work and
intimidate other members.
On February 12, 2017 elements of the 73rd IBPA illegally arrested eight
individuals, all from the Kaolo tribe, in Sitio Tangis, Brgy. Datal Anggas, Alabel,
Saranggani. Civilians Nonoy Sanama, Morelo Sanama, Meon Salda, Jun
Moda, Claude Palbe, Garson Palbe, Renel Mangcal, and Sabelo Colano were
physically assaulted and then detained at the 73rd IBPA military camp. They
were eventually surrendered to the police on February 15 with trumped-up
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charges of frustrated murder and illegal possession of firearms. They were later
transferred to the BJMP in Baluntay, Alabel, Sarangani. They were members of
Lumad Kasbakas de Saranggani (LUMAKAS), a local indigenous organization
in the area.
On June 2, 2017, over 100 fully-armed combined elements of the 66th IBPA
and PNP Compostela Valley, along with guards of the Shin Sun Tropical
Fruits Inc. in Compostela Valley, arrested 12 workers who were on strike. The
guards sprayed the striking workers with formalin and violently dispersed the
group. The picket was composed of workers of the Shin Sun Workers Union,
along with support organizations Nagkahiusang Mamumuo sa Suyapa Farm
(NAMASUFA), an affiliate of Kilusang Mayo Uno (KMU). The soldiers
forcefully crossed the picket line and demanded that the workers end their
strike, adding that “This is martial law; we will not honor the labor code.”
Those arrested were: Vicente Barrios, Eric Noble, Pio Salazar, Elisar Lague,
Angelito Atamosa, Crispo Atamosa, Gerry Atamosa, Ernesto Calinawan,
Carmin Atamosa, Francisco Milallos, Ritiza Milallos, and a minor, “Winnie,”
15. All of them were reportedly hogtied and interrogated by the police. Days
later, the workers were released, with the exception of Barrios and Noble.

Carlo Anthony Olalo

The soldiers -- of around 100 fully-armed combined elements of the 66th IBPA
and PNP Compostela Valley, along with guards of the Shin Sun Tropical Fruits
Inc. in Compostela Valley -- some of whom forcefully crossed the picket line and
demanded that the workers end their strike, adding that “This is martial law; we
will not honor the labor code.”
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Workers led by the Shin Sun Workers Union staged a strike on April 2017 over
the illegal dismissal of 53 workers, and to demand the regularization of 287
agency-hired workers through manpower agency ECQ Human Resources Corp.
Those dismissed had been working for the company for 2-17 years as planters,
harvesters, fruit carriers, and delivery service workers. Shin Sun Tropical Fruits
Inc. is owned by Korean Mi Kyong Won who exports bananas.

Shin Sun workers put up picket lines against the illegal dismissal of their workers. Kilab Multimedia

On June 27, 2017, Gimmy Adlin, Romar Ruales, Kagawad Junrex Mission,
and Ronel Tonlay were searching for frogs in a nearby river when elements
of the 60th IBPA and the CAFGU passed by. A few minutes later, the four
farmers heard a series of gunfire which prompted them to rush home. The
next day, the four were illegally arrested by said unit in Brgy. LS Sarmiento,
Laak, Compostela Valley and were brought to the Laak Municipal Station. The
victims are members of the Asosasyong Mag-uuma ug Lumad sa Agusan ug
Davao (PAMULAD), and are among the petitioners of a complaint filed in
November 2016 which opposes plans to install a military detachment in their
village. They are currently facing trumped-up charges of illegal possession of
firearms and explosives.
In Brgy. Mangayon, Compostela, Compostela Valley, five farmers, all members
of the Compostela Farmers Association (CFA), were illegally arrested on July
2, 2017. Farmers Alicia Tindasan, Jona Rose Madrid, Rolando Segovia,
Estanislao Talledo, and Alexir Mata were supposed to attend the scheduled
barangay-wide assembly of CFA in Purok 4B, Barangay Mangayon Compostela
when they were held by 15 soldiers under the 66th IBPA, and were brought
to the Compostela Municipal Police Station. They were interrogated, with the
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military accusing them of being involved in a recent NPA offensive in Brgy. Ngan,
Compostela. The five farmers presented the soldiers with their identification
cards, but the latter still refused to release them. While undergoing interrogation,
their belongings were taken from them and were later told that improvised
explosive devices (IEDs) were found in their bags. The CFA members were then
falsely charged with illegal possession of explosives and are currently detained at
the Compostela Valley Provincial Rehabilitation Center.
On June 22, 2017, 11 Tigwahanons who were working under the DENR
Reforestation Project were illegally arrested by composite elements of the 68th
and the 8th IBPA in Brgy. Cawayan, San Fernando, Bukidnon. Those arrested
were: Valdez Mandagit, Marlito Datahan, Bung-ao Lagundong, Baw-i
Lapac, Junty Sedom, Junrey Landag, Johnrey Inumo, Angelito Gayuran,
Nancy Manhura, Inggoy Mangga, and Ronnel Panganlagan, all members of
the Kaugalingong Sestimang Igpapasindug tu’ Lumadnong Ugpaan (KASILO).
According to the victims, soldiers arrived in Sitio New Tibugawan at around
8 in the morning and approached the farmers. The soldiers alleged that there
were NPA members seen in the community, after which the perpetrators started
accusing the farmers of being NPA members and sympathizers. The 11 peasants
were then taken to the sitio hall of New Tibugawan guarded by the soldiers, while
their officer-in-charge talked to the sitio leader and announced that they would
be conducting search operations because “martial law” had already been put in
effect. The troops carried off cellular phones from houses that they ransacked.
The peasants were later brought to the police station for investigation. By night
time, 10 of the peasants were allowed to go home, with the exception of Junty
Sedom. A case of illegal possession of explosives was lodged against Sedom
the next day. He was brought to the Provincial Detention and Rehabilitation
Center in Malaybalay, Bukidnon where he still remains detained.
On July 25, 2017, elements of the 81st Infantry Battalion illegally arrested
members of Solidarity of Peasants against Exploitation (Stop Exploitation) in
Brgy. Babayading. Salcedo, Ilocos Sur. The soldiers detained Divino Tabucol,
Dhanjor Hagacer, Isaias Anganan, Ricardo Foronda, Sr., Ronald Dagui,
Nicolas Acutan, Ricardo Foronda, Jr. They were accosted at around 9 in the
morning, but were only turned over to PNP Salcedo at around seven in the
evening. The group was accused by the military as NPA sympathizers. The arrest
came after a recent encounter between the NPA and the AFP in the area.
In Maddela, Quirino, Cagayan Valley, 10 members of DAGAMI-Isabela, a
local peasant organization, were illegally arrested by 18 members of the PNP
Maddela on July 28, 2017. Reynaldo Gameng, Renato Gameng, Rogelio
Gameng, Denis Gameng, Carmilito Gameng, Jenifer Gameng, Patricia
Sebastian, Luzviminda Tuquib, Lorenzo Catigday, and Emilio Dagdag were
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accosted by the police while the group was on their way to Maddela, Quirino.
Their van was blocked and all 10 passengers were asked to alight from their
vehicle. They were then ordered to drop to the ground while other policemen
took their pictures. After 15 minutes, the group was taken to the Maddela
police station where they were forced to sign a paper, the contents of which
they were not shown. They were eventually released on the same day without
any explanation.
On October 6, 2017, elements of the police illegally arrested peasant leaders
Brgy. Captain Manolo delos Reyes, Senando Marco, and Joseph Marasigan
in Calatagan, Batangas. The peasant leaders were active in the campaign
opposing the encroachment of Asturias Mining Corporation on their land and
communities. Illegal searches were conducted in the peasants’ homes prior to
their arrests. They were brought by the police to the military detachment of the
Philippine Air Force 730th Combat Group and are now currently detained at
the Batangas Provincial Jail.
On September 29, 2017, members of the Kasibu Inter-Tribal Response
for Ecological Development (KIRED) and Samahang Pangkarapatan ng
Katutubong Magsasaka at Manggagawa (SAPAKKMMI), were illegally
arrested and charged with trumped-up cases of illegal possession of explosives
and ammunition. Those arrested were Marilyn Lango, barangay treasurer of

Kasibu 5
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Brgy. Camamasi and member of the SAPAKMMI Board of Directors; Vicente
Ollagon, kagawad of Brgy. Bilet and member of KIRED; Ferdinand Pakiwon,
also a member of KIRED; Jogiemar Wayas, church worker of Jesus is Our
Shield Worldwide Ministry; and “Jose,”15, a minor.
The five were travelling on a vehicle when they were flagged down at a joint
military and police checkpoint in Brgy. Mabuslo, Bambang, Nueva Vizcaya.
KIRED and SAPAKKMMI are local organizations known for their campaigns
against destructive mining operations, including that of Oceana Gold, in Nueva
Vizcaya. The five were accused of being members of the NPA.
In Balit, San Luis, Agusan del Sur, Julito Otacan, a field worker of the
Rural Missionaries of the Philippines (RMP), along with five other Banwaon
community members, were arrested by elements of the 26th IBPA on October
27, 2017. Otacan, along with Enrique Barluado, Ronald Otacan, Jonas Acosta,
Nolie Tahudan, Marlon Talatayod, and Joel Trasona, were taken to the Police
Station in Rubako, San Luis, Agusan del Sur after soldiers allegedly found
grenades, firearms, and other equipment in the residents’ houses. The five arrested
along with Otacan are all members of the Banwaon Peoples’ Organization,
Tagdumahan, a group consistently targeted by the military because of their
struggles and campaigns against logging and mining concessions infringing on
the Banwaon’s ancestral domain.
In Prosperidad, Agusan del Sur, Jonathan Mabras, Ponciano Baliguat Jr., and
Ruben Maloloy-on, all members of the Nagkahiusang Mag-uuma sa Agusan
del Sur (NAMASUR), were illegally arrested by elements of PNP Prosperidad
and 3rd SF on December 8, 2017. Mabras and Baliguat were arrested after their
houses were raided, with the police allegedly finding “wires” in their respective
homes. Maloloy-on, on the other hand, was accosted by the police while waiting
along a highway. He was with a group who was on their way to a christmas party
in Butuan City. Maloloy-on was immediately handcuffed and boarded inside a
truck. The three were brought to the Prosperidad Municipal Police Station. The
three were charged with trumped-up cases of illegal possession of firearms and
explosives. Maloloy-on was transferred to the Lianga District Jail on December
11, while Mabras and Baliguat were taken to the Agusan Provincial Jail.
The abovementioned cases are indicative of the intensified legal offensives by
the PNP and the military. It is not uncommon for state forces to turn their
attention towards civilians and file cases of murder, frustrated murder, and
illegal possession of firearms and explosives in connection with NPA and AFP
encounters. Many of the farmers and indigenous peoples have been harassed
through trumped-up cases, only this time involving the wholesale mass arrest of
individuals from the same organization. The Duterte regime has undoubtedly
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revved up its repressive engine to trample on the people’s right to organize and
deny them their freedom of association, ridding the public of another platform
to express dissent, raise legitimate issues, and effect change.
This long-time counterinsurgency tact of the military to intimidate and
demotivate communities through the violent harassment of indigenous peoples
and peasant communities has taken on a chilling trend in Mindanao under
Oplan Kapayapaan. In the same manner that OpKap has focused its forces
and battalions in Mindanao to ramp up their counterinsurgency operations, the
military is doing the same virulence with targeted individuals and organizations.
As always, the AFP concentrates their efforts against red-tagged local peasant
and indigenous organizations, stepping up their attacks and justifying these
violations under various pretenses – from malicious accusations, denials, and
more recently, the impunity of martial law.

Youth and student organizations in UP Diliman campus protest continuing human rights violations
under the Duterte regime. Bulatlat
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Philippine Army checkpoint
at Lianga, Surigao del Sur

FORCED EVACUATIONS, AERIAL BOMBINGS
AND COMMUNITY OCCUPATION
OF COMBAT TROOPS
More than previous presidencies, the Duterte regime has displaced the highest
number of people in the year and a half of his term. Around half a million
have been forced to flee their communities due to military combat operations,
and long-term militarization and occupation of rural communities by combat
troops.
The all-out-war declaration of Duterte further revealed his fascist character,
hence, his military uses with impunity the resources of government at hand to
attack communities, and inventing implausible excuses to justify their crimes.
The AFP no longer needs to resort to using deceptive “community organizing
and peace and development” programs to cover up encampment and harassment
of civilians in rural communities. With martial law in Mindanao and the
aggressive implementation of OpKap, State security forces have been wrecking
havoc without prudence, no doubt emboldened by their fascist Commanderin-Chief.
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The Duterte regime has targeted not only individuals, but entire communities,
using bombs to indiscriminately threaten and intimidate hundreds of residents.
This total disregard for people’s lives is a glaring reality and a direct result of
this government’s anti-people policies. Aerial bombings and forced evacuations
have left communities in ruins, with residents displaced and forced to suffer
miserable conditions in evacuation centers.
In Sitio Tangis, Solutan and Dalid, Brgy. Datal Anggas in Alabel, Sarangani,
military choppers of the 73rd IBPA who had been encamping in residents’ homes
since February 3, 2017, dropped a total of six bombs in a clearing operation on
February 11. This forced 120 households to evacuate the area.
In Brgy. Hinimbangan, Kitcharao, Agusan del Norte, on March 14, more than
300 individuals evacuated to the barangay’s elementary school after hearing a
loud explosion followed by an exchange of gunfire. The next day, the evacuees
had to move farther towards the municipal gymnasium in the town of Kitcharao,
six kilometers away from their community. Later, on March 16, several residents
who attempted to return to their community had to go back when the 29th
IBPA in Camp Edward, Alegria fired a cannon three times at the surrounding
areas of Brgy. Hinimbangan, Kitcharao. On March 18, residents were able to
slowly return home when 156 soldiers of the 29th IBPA left on board five 6x6
army trucks. The more than 300 residents returned around 1pm on the 18th but
had to again evacuate back to the municipal gymnasium in the evening because
of soldiers returning to their community. Elements of the 29th IBPA had set up
camp in the community of Kitcharao since September 2, 2016.

Forest fires spread through the mountains of Malibcong, Abra due to military bombing.
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In a separate incident on March 16, the AFP’s 24th IBPA dropped at least 14
phosphorous bombs in a community in Malibcong, Abra. The aerial strikes
caused forest fires and damaged fields in the barangay of Lat-ey and Bangilo. At
least 423 families, including 200 children, were affected with possible exposure
to the harmful effects of the white phosphorous bombs. The AFP released a
statement insisting that the NPA caused the forest fires and denied the aerial
strikes despite repeated testimonies from villagers that the military’s four fighter
jets circled the community and dropped bombs.
In Milagros, Masbate, military operations conducted by the 2nd IBPA caused
the forcible evacuation of at least 420 residents of sitios Laray, Buri, Limbaong,
and Pader, Brgy. San Carlos on April 15, 2017. According to the barangay
captain of Brgy. San Carlos, Edwin Mahinay, residents opted to evacuate to the
barangay center after hearing gunshots which lasted for almost four hours. On
that day, Mahinay received a call from someone who introduced himself as a
military official, asking Mahinay to collect the bodies of three suspected NPA
members who were casualties of an alleged 6am encounter that ensued between
the military and the NPA in Purok 1, Brgy. San Carlos. Mahinay, suspicious of
the caller, ignored the request. Three days later, on April 18, three bodies were
deposited in Brgy. Tigbao. They were identified as Rodolfo Tagalog Jr., Jerry
Cuyos, and Masuo Uson. Mahinay attested that all three were civilians and
residents of San Carlos.
On July 21, 2017, residents heard a series of gunshots coming from the hinterlands
of Brgy. Bonbono and Brgy. Ilian, Bataraza, Palawan. Fearing for their safety,
110 individuals from Sitio Taguridas and Sitio Culasian evacuated towards
the municipal gym in Bataraza. Classes in Bonobono Elementary School were
also suspended as students were advised to drop to the ground while the volley
of gunfire ensued; 47 students were also affected. The residents later learned that
there was an encounter between the NPA and the Marine Landing Battalion
Team-4 (MLBT-4). Prior to the incident, on July 17, combined elements of the
marines and SAF had already encamped in the barangay hall of Brgy. Bonobono.
In San Nicolas, Pangasinan, elements of the Regional Public Safety Battalion
1 (RPSB 1) were conducting combat operations in the boundary of Brgy. Sta.
Maria and Brgy. Malico, San Nicolas, when they chanced upon members of
the NPA on July 28, 2017; an encounter ensued and reinforcements from the
RPSB, PPSC, Pangasinan PNP and 84th IBPA were dispatched to the site.
After the encounter, military and police forces proceeded to conduct clearing
operations in the communities – checkpoints were set up and residents were
forced to hand over their cellphones to the authorities. The said phones were
eventually returned to the owners. On July 29, around 100 individuals from
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Brgy. Sta Maria evacuated towards the municipal center. They returned to their
communities the next day.
On September 24, 2017, residents of Brgy. Sto. Domingo, Batangas City heard
explosions in the area. Residents attested that the loud noises started at around
8 in the morning. In the afternoon, 2 helicopters started encircling the area near
Mt. Banoi in Brgy. Cumba, Batangas City. Another round of aerial strikes
occurred in the afternoon. The residents, experiencing such for the first time,
were severely alarmed by the incident. They readied to evacuate just in case
something would happen, but they remained in their homes after discerning
that the helicopters seemed to be targeting only the mountainous areas in
between Brgy. Cumba and Brgy. Sto. Domingo.
Two days later, on September 26, 2017, another volley of explosions were heard
in several barangay in Lobo, Batangas. The September 24 aerial strikes in
Brgy. Sto. Domingo and the September 26 incident were part of the military
operations to allegedly flush out the NPA in the community. However, a
Karapatan fact-finding team reported that the areas were being bombed to
deliberately displace communities in preparation for a mining venture of the
Asturias Mining, owned by businessman Ramon Ang. The bombings displaced
426 residents – 300 from Brgy. Talahib Pandayan, 91 from Brgy. Hulong Banalo
and 35 individuals from Brgy. Balatbat.
With the impunity of martial law, aerial strikes have intensified in Mindanao.
This has affected not only Marawi City, but also other regions. On June 2,
2017, some 1, 248 families from Shariff Aguak and Datu Saudi Ampatuan
in Maguindanao were forced to evacuate when the 57th IBPA and the 2nd
Mechanized Reconnaissance Battalion conducted aerial bombardment in their
communities.
In July 2, 2017, six bombs were dropped in Purok 4, Sitio Tagbawi, Brgy.
Rizal, Monkayo, Compostela Valley. The aerial strikes occurred in response
to an encounter between the 25th IBPA and the NPA on July 1. The military
also conducted illegal searches in the said community, ransacking houses
and mindlessly accusing the residents as NPA members and supporters. The
combined aerial and ground military operations resulted to numerous violations,
including the burning of nine houses perpetrated by government troops.
Due to the incessant bombings of communities, even the presence of hovering
helicopters have become a cause of panic for residents, prompting them to
evacuate. On May 29, 2017, several days after the military started bombing
Marawi City, composite elements of the 73rd and 39th IBPA conducted
intensive military operations in areas in Matanao, Davao del Sur in response
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to an encounter which occurred on May 27 and 28. Government troops, in the
course of their operations, also encamped in the houses of June Lasib, Ruffy
Labuayan, Rogelio Tok, Edwardo Diangga and Roque Sagandi. Soldiers also
interrogated the residents.
The continuing military operations in areas in Matanao and the sighting of
a helicopter hovering in the village caused the evacuation of communities in
Purok 7, Purok 5 and Purok 6. A total of 187 families, comprised of at least
1,000 individuals, left their homes for three days and temporarily stayed at a
gym in Brgy. Colonsabac. They eventually returned to their homes on June 6,
2017, after ascertaining that their community would not be bombed.
On September 4, 2017, an estimate of 620 residents from Sitios Upper Maglan,
Lower Gitngi, Sitio Makiboy and Sitio Singkang, Brgy. Kakiduguen,
Kasibu, Nueva Vizcaya were displaced due to military operations conducted
by the 84th IBPA in the said areas. A series of encounters between the NPA
and composite forces of the 84th IBPA and Scout Rangers occurred from
September 1 to 5, 2017. Clearing operations done by soldiers took the form of
house-to-house interrogations where residents were harassed and red-tagged
as NPA supporters, and which prompted the residents to finally evacuate from
their homes. Evacuees proceeded to the town center where they stayed for at
least two weeks. A non-government fact-finding mission conducted in the
area revealed that the targeted communities were active in protests against the
installation of a dam in the area and which was part of the ventures of Oceana
Gold, a mining company with open pit and underground operations.

Lumad residents of Diatagon village evacuate due to military operations.
(Photo grabbed from Chad Booc Facebook)
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A military checkpoint prevents humanitarian assistance from reaching internally displaced Lumad
people in Lianga, Surigao del Sur. (Kilab Multimedia)

In nine Lumad communities in Brgy. Diatagon, Lianga and Brgy. Buhisan, San
Agustin in Surigao del Sur, an estimate of 1,173 individuals forcibly evacuated
due to military combat operations of the 75th IBPA on November 26, 2017.
The residents had decided to evacuate after they saw a drone flying over their
communities on November 25. Around 406 Lumad students and 59 teachers
of nine Lumad schools were also adversely affected by the operations. Residents
who evacuated include: 12 families from Sitio Km. 14; 13 families from Sitio
New Kabulohan; 30 families from Sitio Old Kabulohan; 8 families from
Sitio Yadawan; 15 families from Sitio Mike; 47 families from Sitio Km. 16; 37
families from Sitio Han-ayan; 47 families from Sitio Km. 9; and 35 families
from Sitio Emerald.
There are many more bombing incidents in areas outside of Marawi, and
documentation remains difficult. Nonetheless, this is indicative of the Duterte
regime’s outright disregard for the lives and security of civilians, and the
callousness shown towards the increasing number of internally displaced
persons created by his government.
Forcible evacuation had been among the most glaring defilements of the Duterte
regime, with evacuees numbering to 426, 590 individuals in only a year and a
half. Aside from displacement caused by aerial bombings, intensified groundlevel combat operations caused the massive uprooting of entire communities.
This was the case in Bukidnon and Surigao del Sur. Still working under the
framework of OpKap, the AFP utilized both its soft and hard approaches,
ultimately resorting to flagrant militarization of communities to terrorize
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residents and deter their involvement in legitimate organizations that raise valid
concerns to the government.
The militarization of communities opens a plethora of violations perpetrated by
state forces.This includes the use of schools and public spaces for military purposes.
As of December 31, 2017, Karapatan has documented 39,623 individuals
affected by the use of schools, medical, religious and other public spaces in the
conduct of military operations. Specifically in Mindanao, regions of Caraga,
SOCKSARGENDS and Southern Mindanao have reported interruptions
and attacks against educational facilities, students and school personnel. With
pronouncements from Duterte directed at Lumad schools in Mindanao, a series
of attacks have been translated by combat troops on the ground. According
to Save Our Schools Network, 33 of the 52 community schools operating in
different areas in at least five provinces in Mindanao have already been forced
to close. This is an affront to the right to education, and to the collective effort
of these communities to build and operate schools in far-flung areas where
government services are extremely lacking. To mindlessly tag these schools as
conduits of propaganda, as Duterte has stupidly done, seriously undermines the
learning capacity of students and communities to rise above their situation of
deprivation and helplessness.
ALCADEV
Furthermore, it endangers
these communities and
positions them as easy
targets of the military.
The common factor in all
these abuses of authority
and state violations is the
conduct of military combat
operations in communities.
It is the military’s unwelcome
presence in these areas that
have uprooted indigenous
communities from their
homes and have endangered
their lives and livelihood.

Lumad school ALCADEV was able
to hold a harvest festival before
evacuating again due to military
operations (top). Lumad students held
a protest action at the Department of
Education (bottom).

Mark Demayo/ABSCBN
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Altermidya

STIFLING DISSENT, CRIMINALIZING HUMAN
RIGHTS DEFENDERS AND ACTIVISTS
Duterte vigorously followed through with attacks on human rights defenders
who have been consistent in opposing his government’s anti-people policies.
These attacks have become more rampant, more brutal, more fearlessly frontal
during Duterte’s watch as he defends the impunity of state forces in murdering
human rights defenders at will. The fascist US-Duterte regime is on a violence
roll – incessantly curtailing people’s rights through killings, torture, arrests,
aerial bombardments, harassment and surveillance. With the escalation of these
attacks, human rights and its advocates are put more at risk.
The space for human rights defenders is fast shrinking as the Duterte regime is
finding more and more ways to cripple grassroots defenders who voice out the
real situation on the ground and criticize the government’s anti-people policies.
In this fascist regime’s arsenal of maneuvers to criminalize dissent are the use
of the Human Security Act of 2007, and the formation of the Inter-Agency
Committee on Legal Action (IACLA) on October 2017.
On February 7, 2017, development worker Rogina Quilop, 49, was arrested
in Bacolod City for trumped-up charges of murder. She is the administrative
officer of the Center for People’s Resources and Services (CPRS). She
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was released on May 26, 2017, after almost 4 months in detention at the
Handumanan Female Dormitory in Bacolod City. Two days later, on February
9, Sarah Abellon-Alikes was accosted by elements of the AFP while on her
way to downtown Baguio City. She is a member of the Board of Directors of
the Regional Development Center – Katinnulong Dagiti Umili ti Amianan
(RDC-Kadaumi). Alikes, a Kankanaey-Igorot, is a pioneer of the Cordillera
People’s Alliance (CPA). She was detained for two days without charges before
being turned over to the PNP on February 11 for trumped-up charges of arson
and robbery. She is now temporarily released on bail.

Nona Castillo calls for the immediate release of her
husband, Ferdinand.

In Caloocan City, Ferdinand
Castillo, 57, was arrested without a
warrant by combined elements of the
CIDG, ISG, and ISAFP on February
12, 2017. He was blindfolded
for almost four hours following
interrogations before he was finally
brought to the PNP-CIDG office in
Camp Crame, Quezon City. Castillo
is facing trumped-up charges of
murder, attempted murder and
illegal possession of firearms. He was
eventually transferred to the Special
Intensive Care Area 1 (SICA), Camp
Bagong Diwa, Taguig City. Castillo
was an activist at the University of
the Philippines in Diliman, Quezon
City, and was the campaign officer of
Bayan-Metro Manila at the time of
his arrest. He is also a consultant in
the NDFP-GRP peace negotiations.

On May 11, 2017, at around 6:00 pm, Bishop Carlo Morales of the Iglesia
Filipino Independiente (IFI), his wife and public school teacher Ma. Teofilina
Morales, driver Isadome Dalid, and Rommel Salinas, peace consultant of
the NDFP, were accosted at a checkpoint of the 102nd Infantry BattalionPhilippine Army in Gango, Ozamiz City. The military told them that they
were riding with a “high profile person” and were shown warrants of arrest.
Salinas, the person referred to, then showed his ID as an NDFP consultant
and as a protected person under the Joint Agreement on Safety and Immunity
Guarantees ( JASIG). Salinas said that the purpose of his travel was to campaign
for the 5th round of the formal talks between the GRP and the NDFP. The next
day, on May 12, Salinas and Bishop Morales were charged with trumped-up
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cases of illegal possession of firearms
and explosives. Ma. Teofilina
Morales and Isadome Dalid have
been released, while Bishop Morales
and Salinas remain under detention
and are currently incarcerated at the
Ozamiz City Jail.
On May 23, 2017, composite
elements of the PNP Bayugan and
the 3rd Special Foces Battalion led
by a certain 2nd Lt. Macaso arrived
at the residence of Joshua and Randy
Guyo in Pinagalaan, Bayugan City,
Agusan del Sur. The Guyo brothers
were illegally arrested on fabricated
cases of murder, multiple attempted Bishop Carlo Morales
murder, kidnapping and serious
illegal detention. The cases were in connection with an alleged NPA offensive
in November 2014. Their brother, Jonathan, was also named in the complaint.
The three are members of the Nagkahiusang Mag-uuma nan Surigao Del Norte
(NAMASUN), an affiliate of KMP, while Joshua also does paralegal work with
Karapatan Caraga. Joshua and Randy are currently detained at the Agusan del
Sur Provincial Jail.
In Sara, Iloilo, Rolando Gumban, Jeremy Gumban and Jun Roy Diane, all
members of Anakpawis-Sara Chapter, were subjected to illegal search and arrest
on August 22, 2017. Around 5am, composite elements of the Iloilo PNP and
Regional Mobile Group arrived at the residence of the victims to issue a search
warrant. The three were forced to go out of their respective houses while the
police went in to search inside. The authorities allegedly “found” several firearms
and ammunition. The three were then brought to the Sara police station and
were held in flagrante. They were eventually charged with illegal possession
of firearms and ammunition. Anakpawis members said that the arrest is in
connection with Anakpawis’s Bungkalan campaign in June 2017.
In the Cordillera, five women activists – Sarah Abellon-Alikes, Sherry Mae
Soledad, Joanne Villanueva, Rachel Mariano, Asia Isabella Gepte and
Shirley Ann Angiwot – including 18 others, were implicated in trumpedup charges of frustrated murder and multiple attempted murder in relation
to a gun-firing incident that occurred on August 4, 2017. Sarah and Sherry
Mae are both members of Katinnulong dagiti Umili ti Amianan-Regional
Development Center (KADUAMI-RDC NL); Rachel is with the Cordillera
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Health, Education, Services and Training in the Cordillera (CHESTCORE);
Villanueva works with the Cordillera Women’s Education, Action, Research
Center (CWEARC); Asia is a convenor of Binnadang, a network of advocates in
Metro Manila supporting Cordillera indigenous peoples’ issues and campaigns;
and Shirley Ann is a member of Innabuyog-Gabriela. These organizations
are actively engaged in the Cordillera peoples’ movement for the defense of
ancestral domain, right to self-determination, genuine peace and democracy.
On October 19, 2017, Benito Quilloy, a senior consultant of a non-government
organization Assert Socio Economic Initiatives Network of the Philippines
(Ascent) and his staff Rita Espinoza were illegally arrested in Kabankalan,
Negros Occidental by elements of the CIDG and Intelligence Service of the
Armed Forces of the Philippines (ISAFP). They were brought to Camp Alfredo
Montelibano Sr. in Bacolod City before being clandestinely flown to Camp
Crame in Quezon City on October 21. PNP chief Director General Ronald
dela Rosa then paraded Ang and Espinoza in front of the media, alleging the
two as “Louie Martinez” and “Aurora Cayon”, who were said to be high-ranking
officials of the Communist Party of the Philippines-New People’s Army (CPPNPA).
On November 9, 2017, at around 5pm, combined elements of PNP and AFP
went looking for Rustico Tan, a former priest of the Missionaries of the Sacred
Heart of Jesus (MSC) who ran a farm in Brgy. Palaminya, Oslob, Cebu. When
authorities failed to locate Tan, they instead arrested Lopito Jabagat and Eddie

Rustico Tan
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Cullamat, both farm workers of Tan. The PNP eventually located Tan who is
now detained at the Bohol District Jail. Cullamat and Jabagat are in CPDRCCebu City. Both were charged with obstruction of justice for allegedly aiding
Tan escape, while the septuagenarian priest is facing trumped-up charges of
murder.

Carlito Badillo

On November 10, a local peasant
leader and a health worker were
illegally arrested in Eastern Samar
and Mindoro Oriental respectively.
Carlito Badillo was arrested by
elements of the 87th IBPA in
front of a school in Brgy. Tag-alag,
Marabut, Samar. Badillo is a leader
of the local peasant organization
Tag-alag Farmers and Fisherfolk
Association. He is currently under
the custody of Marabut Municipal
Police Station, facing charges of
rebellion and illegal possession of
explosives.

Meanwhile, health worker Emilia Marquez, 29, was illegally arrested by the
203rd Brigade, PA while nursing her two-month old baby at the Medical
Mission Group Hospital in Calapan City, Oriental Mindoro. She was among the
“Morong 43” health workers who were arrested and detained by the Philippine
Army in Rizal Province in 2010, and eventually released a year later after charges
were dismissed. Marquez is now detained at BJMP Bansud, Oriental Mindoro,
charged with murder and frustrated murder.
On November 13, 2017, peasants Oliver Molina and Robert Dalupang were
tending their farms in Brgy. Diasan, Isabela, Cagayan Valley before they were
reported to be missing by relatives. Molina and Dalupang are both active
members of the peasant organization Danggayan dagiti Mannalon ti Isabela.
A search group was immediately mobilized by Karapatan Cagayan Valley,
composed of family members and rights defenders. On November 18, Molina
and Dalupang were eventually found in the custody of the 86th IBPA in its
headquarters in Sitio Balabal, Brgy. Uno, Jones, Isabela. Due to the vigilance of
the victims’ relatives, along with several peasant and human rights groups, Molina
and Dalupang were eventually released from the army camp on November 19,
after 7 days of being detained without charges.
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Rose Tabanao and Senando Jacutin

In Pagadian City, two were illegally arrested on November 18, 2017. Senando
Jacutin, 47, peasant organizer of KMP in Western Mindanao, and Rosario
Tabanao, 47, a staff of Karapatan Western Mindanao, were arrested by
composite elements of the CIDG Region 9 and the 1st Infantry Tabak Division
of the AFP. They were charged with illegal possession of firearms and explosives
based on planted evidence. Jacutin and Tabanao are currently detained at the
Pagadian City Police Station.
On November 20, 2017, nine members of a quick reaction team (QRT) led
by the Batangas Human Rights Alliance (BHRA)-Karapatan were illegally
arrested by members of the Philippine National Police and Philippine Air Force
730th Combat Group in Nasugbu, Batangas. The nine individuals were members
of peasant groups Habagat and the Samahang ng Pinagkaisang Damdamin ng
Brgy. Quisumbing from Calaca and Lian, Batangas, respectively. The jeepney
driver, who, together with 20 other members of the QRT, were on their way to
Brgy. Utod to monitor human rights violations against civilians due to ongoing
military operations of the PAF against the NPA in Nasugbu. Arrested were
Leonardo Delos Reyes, 43; Carlos Sanoza, 62; Josefino Castillano, 50; Peping
Sacdalan, 67; Roberto Hernandez; Jocelyn Cabadin, 44; Jennelyn Bayani, 30;
Orlando Cabadin, 19; and Anthony Bañaga. The nine were eventually released
on November 23.
On November 23, 2017, peasant leader Jerry Santiago, a Mangyan from
Oriental Mindoro, was illegally arrested by policemen in Bulalacao, Oriental
Mindoro. He was falsely charged with the murder of a paramilitary agent
despite proof that he was attending a community meeting during the date of
the supposed incident. Santiago is currently detained at BJMP-Roxas.
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In Brgy. Osmeña, Palapag, Northern Samar, three peasants were abducted by
elements of the 20th IBPA on November 24, 2017. The victims were identified
as Richard Avino, Teny Gerbon and Arnel Aquino. Katungod-Northern
Samar went searching in several military detachments in the area due to reports
that the three were in the custody of the 20th IBPA. While in the Opong
detachment of the CMO battalion, Sargie Macallan of Katungod-Northern
Samar, the provincial formation of Karapatan, was physically assaulted by the
commanding officer on November 26, 2017. He was strangled by Lt. Col.
George Domingo while he was seeking a dialogue in light of efforts to ascertain
the location of the peasants.
On November 30, 2017, “Wanted” posters bearing the pictures and names of
leaders of progressive organizations in Davao were maliciously posted in several
places. The posters included pictures of Karapatan’s Hanimay Suazo, Bayan’s
Sheena Duazo, Salinlahi’s Kharlo Manano, Gabriela’s Mary Ann Sapar,
Save our School spokesperson Rius Valle, Pasaka Confederation chairman
Kerlan Fanagel, Benedictine nun Sr. Stella Matutina and Exodus for Justice
spokesman Jurie Jaime. The leaders, collectively known as “Haran 15,” were
falsely charged with kidnapping and serious illegal detention in 2015 after they,
along with other HR advocates, facilitated the evacuation of the Lumad at the
Haran compound of the UCCP. The cases were dismissed in July 2016.

Brigada News Davao
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Sherwin de Vera

On
December
12,
2017,
environmental activist Sherwin De
Vera was illegally arrested by the
PNP in Brgy. Bulag, Bantay, Ilocos
Sur. De Vera was a former staff
member of Karapatan. He is now a
member of the Amianan Salakniban,
a human rights network in Northern
Luzon. He was on board a bus which
was flagged down by the police.
He was informed that there was a
rebellion case filed against him. The
case was filed in Abra three years ago,
on September 4, 2014. On July 18,
2017 De Vera underwent military
surveillance when he visited the
University of Northern Philippines
in Vigan City. He was detained
at the Abra provincial jail. He was
released on bail in January 2018.

Political persecution under the US-Duterte regime has intensified. Like past
regimes, the Duterte government rehashes absurd criminal charges against
persons whom the State considers its enemies. It has used know-how from its
past counter-insurgency programs to perfect the art of illegal arrests, polishing
it through legal maneuvers, and taking advantage of a flawed justice system
to ensure that political prisoners remained incarcerated. There are already 145
illegally arrested and detained persons since the start of Duterte’s term in 2016,
bringing the total of political prisoners to 486. At least 46 individuals, many of
them peasant and human rights defenders, were illegally arrested from October,
when the IACLA was put into motion, to December 2017.
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TABLE 4

Political Prisoners
as of December 31, 2017
Total no. of
PPs

Arrested
Under
Duterte

Women

NDFP
Consultants

0

0

0

0

Cordillera

10

5

1

1

Cagayan Valley

13

6

0

0

6

1

0

1

National Capital
Region

90

9

11

3

Southern Tagalog

37

18

3

0

Bicol

38

5

1

0

Central Visayas

7

3

0

0

Eastern Visayas

32

5

6

0

Western Visayas

6

1

0

0

Northern
Mindanao

35

14

2

1

Caraga

63

30

2

0

Socsksargen

26

12

1

0

Western Mindanao

11

4

4

0

Southern Mindanao

112

32

10

0

ARMM

0

0

0

0

TOTAL

486

145

41

6

Region where
detained
Ilocos

Central Luzon

Sickly

118

Elderly

31

Arrested minor

5
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Those who were released, including
Dumagat political prisoner Eddie
Cruz and Salugpongan teacher and
researcher Amy Pond on October 6
and December 11, 2017 respectively,
were due to their charges being
proven in court as baseless.
With military officials who have
become skillful as expert spin
doctors and fiction writers, these
incidents of political repression
and imprisonment have become a
mounting evidence of the Duterte
regime’s escalating and unabated
attacks on people’s civil and political
rights. Using the courts and other
government agencies to repress
and justify the illegal arrest and
harassment of activists and members
of progressive organizations, this
tyrannical regime has turned the
entire State machinery, led by the
AFP and the PNP, into an all-out
fascist crime syndicate, and allowed
top rights violators in government
like Eduardo Año to escape
accountability, and even promoted
them to high-ranking positions.

Eddie Cruz (top) and Amy Pond (bottom) released
from prison.

The conditioning of people’s minds
continued as the AFP and the
Duterte regime capitalized on
people’s fears to justify its fascist
policies – a tactic most often used by
the US government to justify their
intervention in the Philippines and
in other countries. This pretext is also
used to make palatable repressive
legislations currently being discussed
in Congress, including the National
ID System and the 2018 extension
of martial law.
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Tindeg Ranao

MARTIAL LAW IN MINDANAO:
TURNING SOUTHERN PHILIPPINES
INTO A KILLING FIELD
On May 23, 2017, following a firefight between the AFP and the Maute Group
in Marawi City, Duterte ordered martial law in the entire Mindanao. The AFP
was said to merely serve a warrant against Isnilon Hapilon, an Abu Sayyaf
commander, when the firefight ensued. The entire situation exponentially
worsened when the AFP started bombing the city of Marawi, forcing the
evacuation of thousands of residents from their homes. The AFP deployed the
2nd and 4th Light Reaction Company, a unit controlled and funded by US aid.
Around 6,500 soldiers were deployed in the area, with Lorenzana appointed as
martial law administrator and AFP chief Año designated as its implementer. To
legitimize the declaration of martial law all over Mindanao when the shooting
war was concentrated only in Marawi City, the Duterte regime tapped its allies in
the Supreme Court and Congress to rubber stamp the legality of the imposition
of martial law and further extending its timespan to December 2018.
Since the declaration of martial law on May 23, 2017, Karapatan documented
at least 29 victims of extrajudicial killings 23 victims of frustrated EJKs in
Mindanao. Many of the victims were members of local peasant organizations
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and affiliates of the Kilusang Magbubukid ng Pilipinas (KMP) targeted because
of their local campaigns for genuine agrarian reform and against militarization.
Karapatan also documented 15 cases of torture, 58 victims of illegal arrest and
detention, 335,686 of indiscriminate gunfire and aerial bombings. Many more
reported cases reveal a much graver magnitude of HR violations most probably
as a result of martial law. The dangers to personal security in traveling across
the regions prevent news gatherers and documenters from looking into field
conditions so as to report on the human rights situation.
Evidenced by the numerous cases of political killings, illegal arrests and
detention, and bombings in Mindanao during martial rule, the military seems
to have let go of any pretenses in violating people’s rights. Among the cases
documented by Karapatan is the torture of two small-scale miners whom the
soldiers tried to burn alive.
On November 28, 2017, Janry Mensis and “Jerry”, 16, small-scale miners
and members of the Kahugpungan sa mga Mag-uuma sa Maco (KAMAO)
were illegally arrested and tortured by elements of the 71st IBPA in Brgy.
Visayan Village, Tagum City. Janry narrated that they were eating balut in
the evening of November 28 when they were approached by a certain ‘Medina’
and ‘Cantoba’. The latter accused the two of being thieves and brought them
to the police station in Tagum City where they were interrogated. They were
eventually released after the police ruled out that they were thieves; but Medina
and Cantoba took them again in custody.
The soldiers then brought Mensis and Jerry to the 71st IBPA camp in Mawab,
Compostela Valley where they were severely beaten up by soldiers identified as

16 year-old “Jerry” (left) and Janry Mensis show their injuries.
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‘Ferol’ and ‘Cuevas’. They were then tied up and kept for eight days in a military
ambulance parked inside the camp. They were fed for just four days.
On December 6 at around midnight, the two were forced to wear military
uniforms. They were loaded in a 6x6 military truck and brought to Brgy. Masara,
Compostela Valley. When they arrived in a remote area in Masara, they were
hogtied and their mouths covered with packing tape. According to the victims,
around 20 soldiers were present. The soldiers then proceeded to dig a pit. The
victims were brought to the edge of the pit with their necks tied with a rope
almost strangling them. Mensis and Jerry pretended to be unconscious. They
were thrown into the pit followed by pieces of wood. Diesel was poured on them
then they were set on fire. Miraculously the two were able to escape fiery death
when they got out of the pit and ran. Mensis suffered third degree burns.
In the midnight of August 31, 2017, Wowie Buton heard shouting outside his
house in Purok 3, Brgy. Katipunan, Kidapawan, North Cotabato. He looked out
and saw 10 soldiers, later identified as belonging to the 39th IBPA. The soldiers
demanded that Wowie and his companion, Jorge Cuyo, come out, threatening
them that they would throw a grenade inside the house if they refused. When
the two got outside, they were ordered to drop to the ground, and were hogtied
with masking tape and shoelaces. They were also blindfolded. The victims
remained in that state for three to four hours.
Troops proceeded to interrogate them and searched Buton’s house without
presenting any warrant. While on the ground, one of the soldiers stepped
heavily on Buton’s shoulder, forcibly opened the latter’s mouth and poured an
alcoholic drink down his throat. After three hours at around 3am the victims
were ordered to stand up and were hauled off in blindfolds in a military vehicle.
They were transported to the Kidapawan police station at around 4am where
they were untied and their blindfolds removed. Buton and Cuyo were then
charged with illegal possession of firearms and ammunition.
Duterte’s martial law has been fraught with similar spiteful violations, both in
the war-torn city of Marawi and in several other regions in Mindanao. Martial
law has created a favorable condition for the military to go on a rampage with
violations of human and people’s rights on their violations. The US-directed
Oplan Kapayapaan justifies the impunity. Violations are simply dismissed with
the mention of the magic words “terrorist” or “communist” – throwing out
due process or the legitimacy of a community or an organization’s struggle for
human dignity. With the lethal combination of martial rule and OpKap, state
terror and military atrocities remain the order of the year, coated with lies and
glazed with bullets and bombs.
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MARAWI IN RUINS:
RAZED TO THE GROUND AND
WITH RAMPANT RIGHTS VIOLATIONS
In a fact-finding mission launched by Kalinaw Mindanao and covering various
evacuation centers in Iligan and Lanao del Sur, violations against the Maranao
people already victimized by aerial bombings have come into light.
On May 23, 2017, Abol Amatonding, left their house in Basak, Malutlut,
Marawi to go to his relatives in Binidyang, Marawi. Abol’s mother, Racma
Amatonding, decided to evacuate the next day. Racma, unaware of the
whereabouts of her son, assumed he had also evacuated with their relatives. It
was on May 25 when reports came that a photograph of Abol’s body was being
circulated in social media. The corpse was found in Basak, Malutlut, around
the area where the family lived. Abol wore a black shirt and brown pants.
Wearing black aroused the suspicion of the military, as initial reports stated that
members of the Maute group were wearing the same color. The body of Abol
was recovered by their relatives in Binidyang, but the family was not able to bury
their son because they could not afford the trip. Abol’s family is in an evacuation
center in Baloi, Lanao del Norte.
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On May 24, 2017, the body of Ramos Malik, 35, was found on the Banggolo
bridge in Marawi. His family – father Mangod Malik, 63; siblings Jabbar Malik,
30, Aida Malik, 25, Esnairah Malik, 20, and Montiya Malik, 10 – evacuated on
May 26 from their residence in Brgy. Cameri, Marinaut, Marawi. According to
Ramos’s father, he and his family were separated in the chaos of the evacuation.
Mangod and his two children went to the Saguiran evacuation center in Lanao
del Sur while his wife to Bubong, Amayra. Mangod assumed that Ramos was
with his other siblings. It was only days later when they learned from their
neighbors that Ramos was arrested by the military, as evidenced by a footage
from a local media outlet. The victim was wearing black at that time. They later
received confirmation that Ramos was already dead, his body found on a bridge.
The family received word from other families still inside Marawi that Ramos’s
body was brought to Baloi. Ramos Malik was mentally challenged, but helped
his family financially by collecting scraps off the streets and selling them.
On May 26, 2017, the family of Tarhata Sultan Batalo, 42, evacuated from
Marawi’s provincial capitol. Her son, Sohaib Batalo, 20, was a criminology
student and was always seen accompanying his father, Mohammad Ali Duro
Sultan, a member of the Provincial Security Forces (PSF) in Marawi. Sohaib
had 7 other siblings: Najebfa, 22; Sohailili, 18; Najeb, 16; Naj Leah, 15; Amal
Haya, 14; Lanih Boy and Princess Raifa, both 12. Sohaib was left in Brgy.
Mapandi because there was no longer any space in the vehicle they were using.
The family left their son with neighbors, assured that he would not be suspected
of being a member of the Maute group because he was known as the son of a
PSF member.
According to witnesses, Sohaib arrived in the capitol to look for his father, but
left when he did not find him. The neighbors who took Sohaib were also forced
to evacuate. They convinced him to squeeze himself into the car. The 20-yearold refused, and asked the family to go ahead. He was reportedly accosted by the
police on a bridge in Mapandi. He was later turned over to the Special Action
Forces (SAF). A picture of Sohaib in the custody of the police surfaced in the
social media, a post that reached his family. On May 31, 2017, the dead body of
Sohaib was found. His hands were still tied.
On May 26, in Brgy. Papandayan Caniogan, Marawi, Sakraman Decampong,
18, and Takul Decampong, 15, went to a masjid (mosque) just beside their
house for sambayang (prayer). Their grandfather, Macud Maambang, 74, also
went for sambayang but prayed in a different masjid. After the sambayang,
people were on their way out of the masjid when four bombs were dropped
in the vicinity, damaging the mosque. The imam who led the day’s worship,
Alim Baser, died inside the mosque. According to the testimony of residents in
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Brgy. Papandayan Caniogan, it took four days before Baser’s body was finally
recovered from the ruins of the mosque.
Meanwhile, Sakraman and Takul Decampong were also hit by shrapnel.
Neighbors helped the two brothers and brought them back to their house. It
was there that Macud Maambang, who also just came home from sambayang,
saw what happened to his grandsons. Their grandfather and other concerned
neighbors used a carabao to help transport the two young men to Saguiaran
where they would be able to get medical attention. A female relative accompanied
the two wounded brothers, since their 74-year-old grandfather could no longer
bring them.
When they arrived in Saguiaran, policemen at the checkpoint said they were
taking custody of Sakraman and Takul. The police said they would instead take
the two brothers to the municipality of Pantar and have them treated there. The
female relative was given no choice, so the police took the Decampong brothers.
After arriving in Pantar, instead of going to a hospital, the police surrendered
the two brothers to the military detachment there. The soldiers said that they
would take the two under their custody because they were accused of being
members of “ISIS”. The evacuees at Pantar who knew the children and their
grandfather confirmed that the soldiers took Sakraman and Takul. As of this
writing, Sakraman’s and Takul’s whereabouts have yet to be determined.
On May 30, 2017, the family of H. Moor Adakul, along with his wife, two
children and a nephew used the two family cars to evacuate. They were accosted

Buildings in Marawi destroyed in the military siege. Contributed photo/Bulatlat
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by the military in Basakan, Bangon where more than 20 armed elements of
the AFP stopped them. They were asked to drop to the ground while the
combat soldiers indiscriminately fired their guns to scare them. They were then
brought to the National Power Corporation (NPC) compound where they were
interrogated and detained for four hours. When they were eventually released,
the military said their cars would remain in the custody of the AFP. Inside the
car were their personal belongings. The car was returned after two months, but
their personal belongings (including cash, jewelry and clothes) were missing,
presumably stolen by the soldiers.
On June 26, 2017, Sarah Batabor reported that 42 elements of the AFP arrived
at her family’s residence in Rorog-Agus in Marawi City. The soldiers declared
that combat troops will henceforth occupy the house. The family was forced to
leave their house. When they returned, there was extensive damage to the rooms
and furniture. The house was ransacked and much of their belongings missing.
On May 24, 2017 Arafat Lala, 38, moved with his family to the Saguiaran
evacuation center from Marawi City. According to an affidavit issued by his
wife, Noraidah, he was arrested on July 23, 2017 by elements of the Crime
Investigation and Detection Group (CIDG) of the Philippine National Police
(PNP) based on suspicion that Arafat was a terrorist. Noraidah, however, denied
such allegation, claiming her husband was not an ISIS member and was even

Displaced families in an evacuation center in Marawi City. Kalinaw Mindanaw
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chosen as one of the leaders in the evacuation center to help systematize the
distribution of relief goods. Local DSWD officials and fellow evacuees in
Saguiaran attested to his identity
and work in the evacuation center.
In fact, hours before he was arrested,
Arafat and several volunteers just
came back from delivering boxes of
relief assistance from Iligan City. He
was in the custody of the CIDG in
Cagayan de Oro before his transfer to
the Taguig City Jail.
Similarly, elements of the military arrived at the Saguiaran evacuation center
in the evening of June 1, 2017, and accused a father and his two sons of being
ISIS members. Junar Abas, 36, and his sons Jabbar, 20, and Jeber, 18, were
handcuffed and brought to a precinct for interrogation. During the questioning,
soldiers dropped hot candle wax on their hands while being forced to admit
being ISIS members. The three were detained for a week. They were interrogated
and tortured every day with their hands tied all throughout. Junar had scars on
his left wrist due to tight handcuffs. They were eventually released after being
“cleared.” The military gave them canned goods as “compensation”.
In the second week of June, Jahmaral Dimaampao, 27, and 20 other evacuees
staying in the Lumundot Compound, Toril, Iligan City, were rounded up by
the police and SWAT. They were taken to the PNP station in Tubod where
they were detained for a day. According to Jahamral’s father, Lomala, his son’s
mugshots were taken despite the absence of any charge against him.
A fact-finding mission noted that more than PhP56 million worth of cash and
properties were destroyed as the government intensified its airstrikes against
the Maute group and other supposed ISIS-inspired groups in Marawi City.
Returning families reported the looting and vandalism of their residences by
soldiers who occupied their homes.
On October 21, 2017, the AFP declared their “victory” in Marawi, amid a city
reduced to rubble. The AFP, in a span of four months, blatantly and consistently
lied that there were no rights violations in Marawi in the conduct of their
operations. AFP data included 87 civilians dead in the course of their operations,
40 of them due to sickness. The residents, on the other hand, stated that close to
1,000 civilians had been reported missing or had been brought to funeral parlors
after being killed by indiscriminate firing.
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Foreign investors are outside Marawi’s walls like vultures, ready to build their
skyscrapers, not for much needed rehabilitation that prioritizes benefits for
the people and their war-torn city. Even before the fighting in Marawi ended,
Lorenzana and 22 other government agencies already created ‘Task Force
Bangon Marawi’, a group that would no doubt facilitate the entry of big business
and corporate investment in Marawi. Examples are eco-tourism in Lake Ranao
and extraction of the area’s undisclosed oil reserves.
Meanwhile, many evacuees are still in limbo as to whether or not they can return
to their homes and rebuild their lives. For Duterte’s martial law government in
Mindanao, rehabilitation does not mean helping the victims of the Marawi
crisis get back to their city, but permanently displacing them in favor of private
firms and investors eyeing to satiate their commercial greed in Mindanao.

Dee Ayroso/Bulatlat
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TERROR AND FEAR MONGERING,
FORESHADOWING OF
A FULL-FLEDGED DICTATORSHIP
In an attempt to play tough in the world stage, the Duterte government and its
henchmen and mouthpieces have ganged up on any institution, organization or
individual expressing discontent and criticism. This is apparent in the threats
and vitriols directed against Agnes Callamard, UN Special Rapporteur on
extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions, who raised questions about the
EJKs committed by the Duterte regime in line with its campaign against drugs.
To follow is Duterte’s misplaced displeasure with Victoria Tauli-Corpuz, UNSR
on the rights of indigenous peoples, and Cecilia Jimenez-Damary, UNSR on
internally displaced persons, who issued a statement in support of the Lumads
in Lake Sebu, Mindanao.
Instead of taking note and acting on the reported violations, the Duterte
government has resorted to personal attacks and verbal insults. Duterte
threatened to slap Callamard when he meets her, so typical of him. This adamant
refusal to be subjected to any form of scrutiny is typical of tyrants. When put
on the defensive, Duterte wields his tried-and-tested diversionary tactics – state
terror, fear-mongering, and vulgar humor sprinkled with sexist remarks.
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Leonilo Doloricon

On November 18, 2017, Duterte pulled an old trick from a dictator’s box. It
branded dissenters as enemies of the state. He threatened progressive groups
with a crackdown on the basis of being anathema to development and conspiring
with the CPP-NPA. This is the same tale woven by the dictator Ferdinand
Marcos to justify martial rule.
Terror-and fear-mongering are taken to a whole new level under Duterte. The
ambiguous and vague Anti-Terror Law (RA 9372) passed in 2007 and the all
encompassing Anti-Money Laundering Law of 2001 (RA 9160) are actively
included in the equation. Copying from the tactics used by the US, the AntiTerror Law is a systematic and vicious policy that curtails dissent by tagging
any and all opposition as “terrorist”. Sweeping legitimate criticisms under the
rug and brandishing blanket terms such as “terrorist” and “enemy of the state”
are ploys utilized by this tyrannical regime with the evilest malice and deceit .
On December 13, 2017, the Duterte-controlled super majority in Congress
colluded to approve the extension for another year of martial law in Mindanao.
This is all part of the US-Duterte regime’s grand design to perpetuate its
murderous rule. Directing his minions in Congress and the Supreme Court
to railroad Duterte’s wishes into legislation is part of an elaborate scheme to
install eventually a full-blown dictatorship. Such full control will allow foreign
corporations to infringe on the ancestral lands of indigenous people. One
hundred percent (100%) foreign ownership of land, resources and enterprises
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will be possible thus enabling the uninhibited opening up of the entire country’s
resources to imperialist exploits. All the while human and people’s rights
violations will be committed with unprecedented impunity. This will steer the
country towards intensifying repression of the people’s civil, political, economic,
social, and cultural rights.
Martial law and state fascism are two sides of the same coin. One is crucial to
the other, one feeds the other. Martial rule remains as an effective instrument
for fascists to usurp power, curtail rights, and perpetrate more injustice and
state violence – all the while crippling available mechanisms for protest and
redress. After a year and a half in power, and with several anti-people policies
in tow, Duterte’s nature as a tyrant and a US running dog has been unmasked,
making him more ferocious by the goading of his imperialist masters and the
US-lackeys littered in his cabinet.
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DUTERTE’S WAR ON DRUGS:
BLOODY, BRUTAL AND INUTILE
Through Duterte’s pronouncements, more clearly systematized by the PNP’s
Command Memorandum Circular (CMC) No. 16-2016, operational guidelines
and objectives of the Oplan Tokhang and Oplan Double Barrel were set,
supposedly put forward to ‘neutralize illegal drug personalities nationwide’. Said
memo not only includes reports from various national agencies, but also takes
guidance from the US International Drug Control Strategy Report for 2012.
Undoubtedly, Oplan Tokhang and Oplan Double Barrel have met with criticism
and resistance, as the drug war campaign has slowly been exposed as ineffective
and has spiraled into a bloody war against the poor. The two Oplans were
suspended on February 2, 2017, following the murder of Korean businessman
Jee Ick Joo within the premises of the national police headquarters. The incident
further exposed the PNP as a corrupt and shady institution flaunting its foul
power with no respect for the law or regard for human rights. However, despite
such criminal occurrences, Duterte and the PNP, led by its chief Ronald dela
Rosa, relaunched the campaign on March 6, 2017, now dubbed as ‘Oplan
Tokhang Reloaded’. Retorting to criticisms about the blatant rights violations,
PNP Chief De la Rosa announced that said new Oplan would be a “kinder,
gentler campaign.” This, however, is far from the situation on the ground. On
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August 16, 2017, for example, police operations
in Bulacan resulted in the brazen killing of 32
drug suspects in a single night.
The slaughter of the youth has sparked
outrage among Filipinos who are increasingly
disillusioned by the misleading promises of the
Duterte regime. Most notable of these cases is
the murder of 17-year-old Kian delos Santos
on August 16, 2017 in his neighborhood in
Caloocan City. Allegations of the police that
the victim resisted were quickly disputed after
a CCTV footage revealed an unarmed young
man being dragged to the spot where Kian’s
Kian delos Santos
body was found. Autopsy results of the Public
Attorney’s Office (PAO) also exposed that the victim was shot while he was on
the ground, face down. The killing of Delos Santos bared the level of brutality
and the police’s penchant for outright deceit and misinformation.
Duterte’s drug war campaign has brought about the massacre of the poor by
the thousands. The count ranges from 4,000 to 14,000 lives lost. Duterte insists
on this policy, premised on the claim that the Philippines is a narco-country
with 1.8 million drug users, based on the Dangerous Drug Board’s 2015 report.
This drug-crazed war was a banner proudly waved by Duterte during his
electoral campaign, promising to rid the country of the illegal drugs trade in
six months. A year later the illicit drug trade continues to thrive, only this time
with thousands of dead bodies left by Duterte’s PNP. There is the bloody stench
of a failed campaign that permeates the hands of Duterte and his death squads
roaming the streets of urban poor communities.
As of October 10, 2017, due to the increasing resistance and protests against the
PNP’s handling of the war on drugs, the PNP reported it had ceased its drug
war operations following Duterte’s order. Instead of the PNP, the Philippine
Drug Enforcement Agency (PDEA) took the reins of the war on drugs so the
PNP could focus on “internal security operations and counter-terrorism.” After
some months, the job went back to the PNP.
Ironically, among the critics of the drug war is the US government that
surreptitiously funds it. The United States, apart from the training of State
security forces, funnels money in support of the drugs war campaign, channeled
under its International Narcotics Control and Law Enforcement. In 2017, the
US gave $9M for drug war implementation, and is set to give another $7M in
2018.
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Duterte’s war on drugs is a futile militarist solution to the problems of criminality
and the illicit drugs trade. It does not address the socioeconomic causes of why
poor communities turn to selling narcotics for petty cash. Not only has this
campaign exposed police brutality and impunity, it has also highlighted the
double standard accorded to alleged drug peddlers – with the poor immediately
met with bullets while the rich are provided the “benefit of the doubt” and the
right to due process.
The PNP has also failed to prevent the operation of drug syndicates in the
country. This is evidenced by the entry of PhP6.4 B worth of illegal drugs
coursed through the Bureau of Customs, and obviously made possible by
incorrigible corrupt officials. This transaction was initially traced to a group
referred to as the “Davao Group” where Paolo Duterte, the President’s son, is
implicated. Paolo Duterte has refused to cooperate in any effort to investigate
the incident, as long as shipments and payments for ‘fixers’ and ‘players’ within
the BOC continues, he argues. The illicit drug trade remains a thriving and
highly profitable business, protected by and tolerated in collaboration with the
bureaucrat capitalists in the country.
On December 5, 2017, Duterte officially returned to the PNP the task of
being the main implementor of the drug war campaign due to the “notable
resurgence in illegal drug activities”. President Duterte himself admitted that
his six-month deadline to put a stop to the trade of illegal drugs in the country
was not possible. Despite this admission and the scores of criticism pushing to
reevaluate and overhaul the framework of his drug war campaign, its objectives
and methods remain unchanged. It repudiates the socioeconomic roots of the
use and petty trade of illegal drugs, and it does not actually pursue the big
drug criminal syndicates that nourish and perpetrate the drug trade. Instead,
Duterte’s drug war has become a government’s systematic tool in killing the
poor and dispossessed.

Renan Ortiz
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VIOLATION OF SOCIAL, ECONOMIC,
CIVIL AND POLITICAL RIGHTS WITH
NEOLIBERALISM BEHIND THE CURTAINS
Neoliberalism remains at the very core of the Philippine economy, with policies
designed to reduce public control and rake in profits for private firms through
dubious deals that disregard the people’s welfare. The neoliberal die-hards who
have built a stronghold in the Duterte cabinet, particularly the Department of
Finance, the Department of Trade and Industry, the National Economic and
Development Authority – and, with the collusion of the legislative branch of
government, have unceasingly steered the country towards increased dependence
on imperialist countries – leaving the country suspended in backwardness, with
no developed national industries. The real face and influence of these neoliberals
have become more apparent in 2017, as the Duterte regime rolls out several
economic policies, including the Tax Reform for Acceleration and Inclusion
(TRAIN).
The year 2017 has shown not only the extent of impact of the Duterte regime’s
fascist policies to the people’s civil and political rights, but also how his
government – in choosing the same runaway neoliberal economic framework
– has worsened violations of people’s economic rights. Big business and private
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corporations, particularly in extractive industries, have always been evading
accountability, with either the State’s tacit compliance or its outright inutility to
make these companies liable to their employees and their clientele.
For instance, this is evident in the fire disaster that engulfed the House Technology
Industries (HTI) plant in the Cavite Export Processing Zone (CEPZ). A
total of 1,328 workers remained unaccounted for according to a fact-finding
mission led by the Center for Trade Union and Human Rights (CTUHR) and
Karapatan. No comprehensive investigation nor any action against the company
has been filed. Meanwhile, economic zones across the country still remain offlimits to any form of government regulation and monitoring, attesting to the
kind of policies that give no regard for the safety and welfare of workers.
The same situation which has put workers’ lives in danger occurred again on
December 23, 2017, when a fire killed 37 employees of Survey Sampling
International (SSI), a business process outsourcing company (BPO) operating
in Davao City. Survivors recalled that the fire alarms did not function and that
the fire exits were unpassable. The BPO Industry Employees Network (BIEN)
raised the issue of accountability, citing other incidents where fire in the
workplace caused the deaths of workers. Such preventable occupational deaths
continue to occur, and workers’ safety are only talked about when damage has
already been done. Workers in the BPO industry are often contractual workers,
with no definite tenure and no benefits.
In the first half of the year, the Department of Labor and Employment
(DOLE) managed to legitimate contractualization by issuing Department
Order 174 – this was done as a follow-through of Duterte’s promise to end
contractualization. However, like many of his election promises, said order,
far from ending contractualization schemes, merely legalized the practice by
furthering trilateral arrangements between employers, agencies, and employees
– with the workers always on the losing end. With this order that seamlessly
falls as a stint to mislead the public, there has really been no substantial change

House Technology Industries (HTI) factory engulfed in flames. Manila Bulletin
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in the present DOLE policies in terms of protecting workers’ rights and to
actually end contractualization.
This 2018, Duterte with the Department of Transportation (DOTr) in the
frontline, is pushing through with its jeepney modernization program. Like
past administrations, hiding behind the words ‘modernization’, ‘progress’, and
‘development’, government aims to pursue anti-people programs as discreetly
as possible, regardless of the profound impact it will have on the ranks of for
example the impoverished drivers, their families and the riding public.
The DOTr is set to purchase 250,000 e-jeeps priced at PhP1 million each. This
triggered massive protests in the transport sector. In October 2017, jeepney
drivers staged mass actions raising the issue that they could not afford this shift.
It will cost the drivers P800/day, paying for seven years at 6% interest. Apart
from the personal investment burden it will place on the estimated 650,000
registered jeepney drivers in the country, the lack of transparency in this deal
also remains an issue. Drivers are instead calling for an alternative rehabilitation
program for the jeepneys, which will mean “roadworthiness” of jeepneys with
the use of humanitarian subsidies by government.

Arrest of George San Mateo.

PISTON, an organization of jeepney drivers and operators, led a transport
strike to protest the modernization program. The president of PISTON, George
San Mateo, was subjected to threat, harassment and intimidation, following
the successful protests launched by the group last February and October 2017,
which prompted Malacañang to suspend classes. On December 5, 2017, San
Mateo was arrested by scores of policemen and brought to the QCPD Station
10 while he was on his way to the Quezon City Hall to post a PhP4,000 bail
for charges of alleged violation of the Public Service Act, in connection to the
nationwide transport strikes initiated by PISTON. He was released on the same
day because of the bail. The arrest and intimidation against San Mateo, through
the use of trumped-up charge, is a classic case of how the law is subverted to
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usher the implementation of anti-people economic policies while altogether
gagging legitimate dissent from those mostly affected.
To date, the Duterte regime’s TRAIN has revved up its engine, having been
railroaded in Congress with the urging of Duterte and the Department of
Finance. The tax reform package seeks to decrease taxes for businesses and
corporations in an effort to make the Philippines more competitive, meaning
really more enticing for foreign investors. Meanwhile, higher taxes are imposed
on consumers by raising value-added and fuel excise taxes automatically
increasing the cost of commodities and services. According to thinktank IBON,
the comprehensive tax reform makes the poor even more vulnerable, and can
take away at least PhP807 from the poorest 60% of the population in the first
year of the program’s implementation. The rich, on the other hand, will enjoy
lower personal, estate, and donor taxes. TRAIN is anti-poor in its real essence a tax “reform” that will burden the poor to fund government programs that will
mostly benefit private firms and politicians who broker the deals.
The TRAIN perfectly demonstrates how this country is a running dog of the
US and a copycat of its neoliberal model. TRAIN has been designed under
the framework provided by recommendations forwarded by the Joint Foreign
Chambers of Commerce ( JFCC) which works in coordination with US
government agencies such as the US Agency for International Development
(USAID), the Millennium Challenge Corporation (MCC), and the
International Monetary Fund-World Bank (IMF-WB).
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On top of the fascist policies that
have rid the poor of their civil
and political rights, the onslaught
of neoliberal policies has caused
homelessness, demolitions, loss
of livelihood and has exacerbated
the poor’s lack of access to social
services. Urban poor communities
which have organized to defend
their homes are met with police
brutality and mass arrests. Duterte’s
regime has continued this violence
against the urban poor – a policy
that peaked during the Marcos
dictatorship and will again under
Duterte’s tyrannical rule.
Homes of the urban poor in Apollo Street

On April 3, 2017, 58 individuals, 17 demolished.
minors and 8 elderly, were arrested
after they returned to their homes along Apollo Street, Brgy. Tandang Sora.
Elements of the SWAT and PNP arrived in the afternoon and started arresting
the residents. No warrant of arrest was shown to them. At least 146 urban poor
households lived in the area before they were violently demolished on June
16, 2016. The residents, who were also members of the Apollo Neighborhood
Association, decided to reclaim the area after almost a year of staying in makeshift houses on the nearby street pavements. Many have been living there for
more than 30 years prior to their forcible eviction in 2016.
The disputed area is a 3,000-square meter location along Apollo Street, Brgy.
Tandang Sora. The residents faced two legal complaints by a certain Reynaldo
Guiyab, one in 1999 and another in 2001. Guiyab’s claim was based on a
Transfer of Certificate of Title (TCT) which has been cancelled by the court in
October 1995. Both cases filed by Guiyab were dismissed by the Metropolitan
Trial Court Branch in 2000 and the Department of Justice in 2010, respectively.
Guiyab then sought the help of the Quezon City local government, which
declared the Apollo community as a fire hazard to justify its demolition, despite
the fact that there have been no incidents of fire in the area for more than 30
years. A week after the June 16 demolition, Guiyab acquired permit from the
local government and started fencing off the lot.
Also on October 18, 2017, 1,000 families in the Manggahan Floodway,
Sta. Lucia Village in Pasig City were forced out of their homes by the local
government, police, and the urban housing office. Earlier in August, more
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than 40 residents, including minors, were arrested by the police for resisting
attempts by the authorities to demolish their houses. Some of the residents were
ferried to Laguna for relocation. But along with the common problems of lack
of livelihood opportunities in the relocation area, the houses were discovered
to be of substandard quality and posed more hazard for the residents than
their current dwellings. Many of the residents who are members of BalikwasKadamay called for genuine on-site development and the creation of jobs with
living wages.
These policies that allow for the continued violation of the people’s economic
and social rights have also taken roots in the Duterte regime. This misdirection
is all in keeping with the dictates of imperialist powers, primarily the United
States, which has molded the Philippine economy for more than a century.
Duterte’s greed is seeing more trade agreements being set to be signed without
any regard for the people’s welfare – decreasing access to social services and
allowing corporate power and private firms to take further hold of the country’s
economy and resources.

The urban poor, lead by Kadamay, storm the National Housing Authority on World Habitat Day
October 7, 2017 to denounce the anti-poor policies of the Duterte regime. (A. Umil/Bulatlat)
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Rappler

CHARTER CHANGE AND FEDERALISM
AS TOOLS AGAINST THE PEOPLE
Charter change is once again being flaunted around like an obstinate unwelcome
visitor, its proponents shamelessly threatening anyone who raises the dangers of
dancing to Cha-cha. Self-serving crocodiles in government have labored hard
to erase the deafening outrage against plans to change the constitution during
past regimes, this time by linking it to the so-called magical realm of federalism
which, according to this regime, will marvelously rid the country of all its
problems. The stink of this Cha-cha is their scented federal system combined
to permeate the halls of Congress with the foul stench of dictatorship, term
extensions, no elections, and shameless puppetry to foreign powers.
Drafters of the current proposals in Congress, particularly of the PDP-Laban
Proposed Federal Constitution and the Resolution of Both Houses No. 8 (RBH
8), are sneaky enough to not touch any provisions under the current Bill of Rights.
These seasoned swindlers are falsely reassuring the public that the people’s civil
and political rights will remain intact. What they surreptitiously left out were
the transitory provisions which allow the executive to usurp legislative authority
– a situation where the President can singularly issue decrees that can suspend
the writ of habeas corpus and direct other measures which effectively curtail
the people’s civil and political rights. The crooks are attempting to knock at
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the front door bringing a welcome cake, while others are moving in to steal
and pillage using the back door. And what of the people’s economic rights?
Surrendered willingly to the powers-that-be, complete with a white flag and
unparalleled cowardice.
The world is experiencing a winter for human rights, with authoritarian
governments inching in to install their own versions of fascism – but always
with the overarching face of repression and oppression. Duterte is doing the
same, huddled closely with his stooges in Congress and military butchers and
neoliberal stalwarts in his Cabinet. Unlike the worlds created by J.R.R Tolkien,
J.K. Rowling, and George R.R. Martin, there are no magic encantations nor
dragons to defeat tyrants, but the real world offers a greater and much effective
power – the will of the people that have consistently triumphed against a
common enemy.

Leonilo Doloricon
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2018: FEARLESSLY MOVING FORWARD,
FORGING UNITIES AND CONTINUING THE
FIGHT FOR PEOPLE’S RIGHTS
Action speaks louder than words, as the age-old adage goes. Whether it is a case
of a mental stability shift, or having a delusionary mindset, or a surreptitious
warlordism that has furtively been in the core of Duterte’s brand of fascist
leadership, the year 2017 exposed the true nature of the sly operator that he was,
and he even exposed himself as a servile dog of imperialists and a sycophant to
big money and corporate greed.
There is nothing much to expect from the Duterte presidency, particularly
with regards to accountability and systemic, substantial change – he has even
made impunity honorable. Duterte is showing his true colors as he stomps over
people with tyrannical delight, taking refuge in manipulating his functionaries
in government to implement the policies that will keep him in power.
This year, Duterte has unmasked himself as the tyrant that he has always been
and with stealthy ambitions of installing a full-fledged dictatorship. He has
emerged as a politician from the same rotten basket – cowering under US
demands, acquiescing to the same neoliberal policies that perpetrate poverty, as
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he celebrates the impunity of his military and forces. In other words, Duterte
has successfully preserved and defended the status quo, albeit with a brutality
that has not been seen before except under the dictator Ferdinand Marcos, who
to his credit showed some amount of finesse.
The people, however, are making strides in showing their disgust and resistance
against the direction that the US-Duterte regime is treading. The people’s
resistance has taken on various forms: the “Occupy Bulacan” campaign led by
the urban poor; the transport strike led by jeepney drivers; the End Impunity
Alliance and the Movement Against Tyranny spearheaded by Bayan, Karapatan
and sectoral groups; the filing of countercharges by victims of rights violations
and their kin; the continuation of the Manilakbayan and the campaign of
Lumad groups and rights advocates to highlight the attacks against indigenous
communities, especially in Mindanao. Moreover, amid the ruins and the
violations in Marawi, an organization composed of evacuees was formed called
Tindeg Ranao, which translates to Rise Up Ranao. The empowerment of the
survivors and their initiative to start a collective effort to demand accountability
and expose violations are acts of defiance amid the State’s threatening watch and
ineffectual supervision in evacuation centers. This resistance and determination
is also present in the surviving families of killings and other victims of Duterte’s
war on drugs who have chosen to take a stand to collectively resist the Duterte
regime’s killing spree.
The Duterte regime and its loyal cohorts have been biting and aggressively
defending the State against those who dare to criticize its anti-people policies.
Duterte, like Donald Trump, is playing tough in the world stage, even as he and
Trump get defensively jerky at discontent and criticism expressed against their
blustering parades. In defense of itself, this government is perfecting the art of
denial, and increasingly using ‘no EJKs’, ‘no violations during martial law’, and
similar lines to appease the public.
Meanwhile, the people are starting to look at him askance. They know that his
US-backed government kills people directly through guns and bombs, or it does
so indirectly by implementing policies that slowly and systematically starve out
the rest of the population.
In 2017, Duterte decided to make a choice and he finally displayed his true
colours.
The Filipino people are called upon to resist the fascist attacks perpetrated by
the US-Duterte regime and its state security forces. There is an urgent need to
further expose and isolate the Duterte regime, as well as, oppose its wars against
the people that have aggravated and intensified rights violations in all parts of
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the country. At the end of the day, the Duterte has chosen to unilaterally stop
peace talks with the NDFP, thus stalling some progress on the possibility of a
concrete agreement addressing the socioeconomic ills of the country. Instead,
he has clung to the militarist and greedy profit-driven interests of imperialists.
In the face of fascist attacks at all fronts, the Filipino people will surely choose
to resist repression and defend their rights to a life of human dignity. With the
unmasking of this pretentious tyrant comes the task of asserting the people’s
will to adhere to an honourable path away from dictatorship, fascism and state
terror, and not be duped by a killer buffoon’s word games. History will not
absolve him.
The people’s struggle for justice, freedom and democracy will prevail.
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THE ‘OCCUPY’ MOVEMENT
IN THE PHILIPPINES
by Raymond Palatino
Pinoy Weekly

T

he global ‘Occupy’ movement emerged in the aftermath of the
financial and housing crisis that destroyed jobs and displaced
millions. It denounced the inequities of the present, the irrational
decision to boost neoliberal policies, and the callous attitude towards
the rising but preventable poverty in the world.
In support of this trend, several ‘Occupy’ and camp-out actions
were organized near Malacanang presidential palace in Manila,
the capital of the Philippines. Various sectors echoed the ‘Occupy’
slogans to highlight the specific demands of the Philippines’ 99
percent. This was in the early years of the previous government
of Noynoy Aquino, a corrupt bureaucrat and unrepentant despotic
landlord.
‘Occupy’ (aside from the Arab Spring) instantly became the
buzzword of activists, but most especially among the organized
grassroots challenging the oppressive hegemony of the one percent.
Over the years, it retained its power to terrorize the ruling classes
which explains why it’s the preferred name for the aggressive,
persuasive, and collective actions of the poor.
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In 2016 and 2017, Occupy-type actions across the Philippines
made headlines again, disrupting mainstream politics, and exposing the supposedly inclusive growth of the local economy as a blatant elitist propaganda.
Some of the prominent ‘Occupy’ protests included the following:
•

In Bulacan, the urban poor group Kadamay led 6,000 homeless
families in occupying vacant housing units built by the government
but have been idle for five years.

•

In Tarlac and Negros, tenant farmers occupied haciendas (land
estates) and conducted a series of bungkalan (land cultivation)
to make productive use of farm lands owned by landlord families
who refuse to recognize the right of land reform beneficiaries.

•

In Yolanda-hit (Haiyan) rural towns of Samar and Leyte, farmers
organized tiklos (collective farming) in public lands to survive
hunger, poverty, and government neglect.

•

In the towns ravaged by typhoon Pablo in southern Mindanao,
residents occupied houses constructed by the government after
these have been unutilized for several years.

Similar ‘Occupy’ actions were also done by farmers in Davao del
Norte, El Niño victims in Kidapawan, and Lumad communities
resisting the entry of destructive large-scale mining.
It is convenient to categorize these actions as a legacy of the
‘Occupy’ movement that started near Wall Street in New York. At
the very least, these reflect the enduring appeal of the ‘Occupy’
movement. But what these actions truly embody is the people’s
resistance in the Philippines.
The ‘Occupy’ movement didn’t fade away in the Philippines because
it was sustained and continually revived by a vibrant mass movement.
The current political relevance of ‘Occupy’ was made possible
by the people’s persistent struggle for their national democratic
aspirations. Sans the fancy slogans and hip branding, ‘Occupy’ in
the Philippines is ultimately linked to the realization of the people’s
basic political demands such as the fight for genuine land reform,
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protection of the grassroots against development aggression, and
defense of the country’s patrimony and sovereignty.
Indeed, the protests mentioned imperialism and neoliberalism but
what also mobilized the masses were related to their urgent needs
such as shelter, food, and livelihood. The ‘Occupy’ is the poor’s DIY
emancipation tool.
The protests were both spontaneous and organized. The presence
of the militant organized core drew the attention and subsequent
participation of the spontaneous crowd.
For those who joined the protests, it was easy for them to understand
how their poverty is linked to the appalling corruption in the
bureaucracy, unrestrained landgrabbing in the countryside, land
ownership by the few, foreign plunder of the country’s resources,
and profit-hoarding of big business.
Hence, the anti-elite character of the ‘Occupy’. What could be more
subversive in the eyes of the elite than to see the dispossessed and
the organized poor occupying a public space and declaring it as
the people’s property?

Anakbayan
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“...the ‘Occupy’ protests took place in the peripheries,
in contested spaces, in public lands appropriated by
private capital.”
As for the fascist elements of the state, they probably viewed the
‘Occupy’ movement as a political nuisance that has to be suppressed.
They refused to recognize how ordinary citizens felt empowered
by participating in collective actions; preferring instead to simply
dismiss the ‘Occupy’ as an unruly mob phenomenon.
It is noteworthy to mention that the ‘Occupy’ protests took place in
the peripheries, in contested spaces, in public lands appropriated
by private capital.
If ‘Occupy’ appears to be a rural movement, it is because it mirrors
the particular character of the people’s protracted resistance in the
Philippines. It is in the interstice of the rural and urban where the
influence of the oppressors is weaker; and more fundamentally, it
is there where the masses are building strength to overthrow the
system.
That is why the ‘Occupy’ protests in the Philippines are more than
just ephemeral political events. They serve as a learning hub for
activists who want to deepen their knowledge of the grassroots
while advancing the struggle for national democracy. They link the
specific sectoral demands of the poor to the long-term agenda of
establishing a just and democratic society. They are also an effective
organizing strategy to broaden the political machinery of the mass
movement.
Real existing ‘Occupy’ is a showcase of Philippine-style activism, an
indubitable proof of the fighting spirit of the poor, a ‘specter’ that
haunts the exploiters and their apologists, a genuine politics-in-themaking by grassroots and for the grassroots, and a glimpse of the
coming revolution from the countryside to the cities.
First published in Bulatlat.com on July 10, 2017
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CONSPIRACY 2018
by Luis V. Teodoro

Noel Celis/AFP/Getty Images

A

plot is afoot to stop the holding of the 2019 midterm elections.
But that already base scheme doesn’t stop there. Once
constitutional amendments are approved, or a new constitution is in
place, during the transition period to a federal form of government
the masterminds also want the terms of the elected government
officials who are currently in office, particularly congressmen,
senators, and the president, extended for as long as ten years.
If the plotters had their way, not only would there be no elections
in 2019; there won’t be any in 2022 either, when the six-year term
of office of President Rodrigo Duterte is supposed to end. Forget
their made-to-order assurances that they won’t stay beyond 2022.
Between this year and 2028, or even beyond, the country would
very likely still have the same self-aggrandizing sycophants that
infest the present Congress as ersatz, or pretend, lawmakers. Mr.
Duterte won’t have to abolish that body. Legislative power would in
reality be in his hands. These so-called lawmakers would continue to
constitute his rubber-stamp legislature, since he would still have the
numbers he has today.
That would hardly be any different from the present situation in
which whatever Mr. Duterte wants, he gets from Congress, thanks
to the PDP-Laban Party’s “supermajority” in both houses. However,
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Mr. Duterte and his fellow plotters, in addition to being in command
over this country and its people for ten years or even longer, would
also have no opposition and no checks to their power, because
they would be exercising it during the transition to the shift from the
present unitary form of government to a federal one.
During that period, Mr. Duterte would assume both executive and
legislative powers, and, depending on the transitional provisions of
the new Constitution his cronies are rushing to put together for rapid
citizen approval through a plebiscite within this year, would also
have the prerogative to abolish any government office and to fire
any official he and his cohorts don’t like, to create new agencies
including commissions, and appoint judges and other fired officials’
replacements. He can also suspend the writ of habeas corpus, arrest
whomever he likes, and curtail free expression and press freedom.
What would be in place in fact if not in name is the very same
“revolutionary government” Mr. Duterte has been so obsessed
with he can’t stop talking about its intoxicating promise of absolute
power.
This isn’t just another conspiracy theory that’s unlikely to be
in process and to have any chance of realization. Mr. Duterte’s
flunkies in both houses of Congress have floated and defended
the idea of cancelling elections in 2019 and assuring themselves
term extensions of as long as ten years. Mr. Duterte himself has
openly declared a number of times that he would abolish existing
government agencies, particularly such Constitutional bodies as the
Commission on Audit and the Commission on Human Rights, create
new ones, and hire and fire whomever he wants should he have the
power to do so.
His Congressional band of (power) brokers is more than willing to
give him what he’s been wishing for by amending or even doing
away with the 1987 People Power Constitution to effect the shift to
a federal form of government.
Federalism is an option for which even the leaders of the Revolution
of 1896 expressed their preference as a form of government.
During his dictatorship, Ferdinand Marcos, Sr. put in place some
of its more innocuous aspects by creating a ministry of this and a
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ministry of that, and naming a prime minister, while he continued to
wield absolute power as president-for-life.
After the 1986 EDSA civilian-military mutiny, some academics and
politicians tried to convince the public of the merits of federalism
and of the need to amend the 1987 Constitution to effect the shift
to it. Those efforts foundered on citizen resistance to Constitutional
amendments, but were nevertheless kept alive in Congress through
a number of resolutions.
Then Davao City mayor Rodrigo Duterte expressed support for
federalism in 2014, and promised to hold a plebiscite on the shift to a
federal form of government within two years as part of his campaign
platform in 2016. As President, Mr. Duterte signed in December
2016 Executive Order Number 10, which created a consultative
committee to review the 1987 People Power Constitution.
Effecting the shift is one of the Duterte campaign promises that
seems to be following his timeline, unlike his pledge to end the
illegal drug problem within six months. No one can blame the more
skeptical for suspecting that that’s because everyone in the regime

Renan Ortiz/Bulatlat
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“The shift to a federal form of government as a citizen
option will have to wait for better, less critical and
less dangerous times.”
stands to benefit from what its own people would decide should
go into the amendments or even into a new constitution, since the
plan, as announced by Mr. Duterte’s henchmen in Congress, is to
convene that body as a constituent assembly rather than to call
a constitutional convention to which delegates would be elected
at large. The expense of the latter has been invoked to justify the
former. What’s closer to the truth is that the regime is not going to
risk the election of non-regime friendly delegates to a convention.
The primary argument for a federal form of government is that it
would free from central government interference the “states” that
would be created by merging various provinces. It would also
enable such regions as the Cordillera and Muslim Mindanao to
craft their own paths to development.
While these considerations are formidable arguments for federalism,
the downside would be the strengthening of locally-based dynasties
and warlord families, the weakening of the capacity of the central
government to check corruption and the abuse of power at the local
level, and the dynasts’ use of it for their personal, familial and class
enrichment, and to suppress dissent and protest.
It can of course be argued that all that is happening even now. But
it only proves that it is neither the form of government nor the system
that’s crucial in the making of effective and honest governance, but
the extent to which those in power share the political culture and
the interests of their constituents. That reality is an argument for
the democratization of political power by enabling those sectors
that have been denied the right to govern themselves to break the
dynasties’ stranglehold on Philippine governance.
These are the more critical issues in the campaign for a federal
form of government. But both the advantages and the downside of
that option are being overshadowed by the quite obvious attempt
to use the move to federalism as the primary means of savaging
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what little remains of democratic and citizen rights in this country,
restore authoritarian rule, and assure the continuing dominance of
the handful of families that for decades have monopolized political
power in this country to the exclusion of the majority.
It’s turning into just another conspiracy by this country’s political
overlords to prevent the democratization of political power and the
realization of those social and economic reforms that have eluded
the long-suffering people of these benighted isles.
Frustrating the plot to establish another tinhorn tyranny that would
abuse the Filipino people’s hard-won rights is crucial to the lives and
future of the 100 million souls in this archipelago, and therefore
takes precedence over everything else. The shift to a federal form
of government as a citizen option will have to wait for better, less
critical and less dangerous times. The reign of Mr. Duterte and his
henchmen in Congress is the exact opposite — and far from being
one of those rare moments in this nation’s troubled history.
First published in BusinessWorld on January 12, 2018
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ACRONYMS
ABANTE NA
AFP
AGPET
ALCADEV
ALS
ASEAN
BJMP
CARHRIHL
CARP
CASER
CBD
CFA
CHR
CIDG
CLANS
CPP
CPP-NPA-NDFP
DAR
DepEd
DILG
DOH
DOJ
DOLE
DSWD
GRP
IACLA
IB
IBPA
IDPA
IHL
ISAFP
JASIG
KMP
LGU
NAMASUN
NAMASUR
NCIP
NDFP

Abanteng Nakigbisog
Armed Forces of the Philippines
Agusan Petroleum and Minerals Corporation
Alternative Learning for Community and Agricultural Development, Inc.
Alternative Learning School
Association of South East Asian Nations
Bureau of Jail Management and Penology
Comprehensive Agreement on Respect for Human Rights and International
Humanitarian Law
Comprehensive Agrarian Reform Program
Comprehensive Agreement on Social and Economic Reforms
Camp Bagong Diwa
Compostela Farmers Association
Commission on Human Rights
Criminal Investigation and Detection Group
Center for Lumad Advocacy and Services
Communist Party of the Philippines
Communist Party of the Philippines-New People’s Army-National Democratic Front of
the Philippines
Department of Agrarian Reform
Department of Education
Department of Interior and Local Government
Department of Health
Department of Justice
Department of Labor and Employment
Department of Social Welfare and Development
Government of the Republic of the Philippines
Inter-Agency Committee on Legal Action
Infantry Battalion
Infantry Battalion, Philippine Army
Infantry Division, Philippine Army
International Humanitarian Law
Intelligence Service of the Armed Forces of the Philippines
Joint Agreement on Safety and Immunity Guarantees
Kilusang Magbubukid ng Pilipinas (Peasant Movement of the Philippines)
Local government unit
Nagkahiusang Mag-uuma sa Surigao del Norte
Nagkahiusang Mag-uuma sa Agusan del Sur
National Commission on Indigenous Peoples
National Democratic Front of the Philippines
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ACRONYMS
NEDA
NIA
NPA
NUPL
OFW
OPAPP
OpKap
PNP
PP
PPSC
RMG
RMP
RPSB
SICA
SoCSKSarGen
SOS
UCCP
UN
US COIN

The National Economic and Development Authority
National Irrigation Administration
New People’s Army
National Union of Peoples’ Lawyers
Overseas Filipino Worker
Office of the Presidential Adviser on the Peace Process
Oplan Kapayapaan
Philippine National Police
Political Prisoner
Provincial Public Safety Company
Regional Mobile Group
Rural Missionaries of the Philippines
Regional Public Safety Battalion
Special Intensive Care Area
South Cotabato, Sultan Kudarat, Saranggani,
General Santos
Save Our Schools
United Church of Christ in the Philippines
United Nations
United States Counter-insurgency
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